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We Nay Be In $bcth Place, id
We Still Could Get That Prison
(By Paul Westphelingi
Does Fulton still have a chance
to get a Federal prison located on
its outskirts?
This interesting question, invol-
ving a potential major economic
boom to the Fulton area, remains
a matter of speculation this week,
even though Fulton has dropped
to sixth on the lis• and the latest
request for funds to build Such
a maximum-security-type were
turned down by the House ap-
propriations subcommittee this
past Monday.
It is the consensus of informed
residents around Fulton that,
while chances are remote, they
are still possible, and therefore
the situation will bear watching
and keeping in touch with until
the final papers are signed.
As a matter of fact, as recently
as last week a Fulton delegation
made inquiry of the project when
in Washington on the TVA matter
and let Mr. Stubblefield and Mr.
Cooper know that we are still
much interested. At that time the
delegation was told by. Senator
Cooper that Fulton was fifth on
the list, and on Monday of this
week a report Issued from Wash-
ington dropped Fulton to sixth.
adding KirksviUe, Mo as second
ranking location.
Some questions that remain in
local minds as the project con-
tinues to kick around in Washing-
ton are these:
1.) Is the site selection a poli-
tical matter' Does Illinois, by
virtue of having strong congres-
sional "pull" in the matter, have
the upper hand and intend to
maintain it in favor of one of the
three top-listed Illinois locations?
This would seem the case; Mis-
souri also has strong Congression-
al "pull" in the matter, and its
two locations (Kirksville, just
added) are 111 a tuig-of war with
those in Illinois.
2.) Might Fulton win out as a
"compromise" location, if neither
the Missouri or Illinois influences
are willing for the other to get
the $15,000,000 project? Its pos-
sible . . . and that might be about
our only chance.
3.i, When the site selection com-
mittee visited Fulton last year in
a tour of potential sites, they
specified that the site needed to
be adjacent to a community, in
order that city facilities, includ-
ing sewers, could be utilized. Yet,
the top five Sites today seem to
be all in areas removed from
such community proximity, and
even Fulton's Is not listed as being
by the coal-chute, as originally
selected, but apparently out near
Jordan. How come the change? ?
4.) It has been the understand-
ing that Fulton's nearness to
Reelfoot and Kentucky Lakes,
with their wonderful recreational.
advantages for Federal employees
in their off-hours, made the lo-
cation here especially desirable.
Considerable information w a s
.rwarded from here following a
request for this information, and
from this standpoint it would
seem that Fulton ought to rate as
first preference.
5.) Area recreation facilities,
central location, top-notch rail
and highway facilities and un-
limited wailer supply would seem
to be important factors through
the years that will remain with
the project long after the cost is
forgotten. If Fulton is weighed in
this light, it's chances might still
be better than we think.
At any rate, it will probably
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Industrial Arts Exhibit To
Be Held At Fulton High May 15
The third annual exhibit of the
Fulton High School mechanical
drawing and shop students will be
held May 15, in the industrial arts
building under the supervision of
William C. Robertson.
The exhibit is sponsored by the
Ford Motor Company of Dear-
born. Michigan, and is presented
by the present students of Fulton
High.
This year, there are forty boys
in shop and fifteen boys in
mechanical drawing.
The boys will enter their pro-
jects under four divisions:
I Senior and Junior Div.
II Sophomore and Freshmen
Div.
III Mechanical Drawing and
Architect drafting Div.
IV Open Div. (Small Projects).
The first division will exhibit
26 projects this year, the second-




in Fulton were opened on Main
Street Monday.
The headquarters will remain
open until the election on May 26.
Dr. Ward Bushart is Fulton
County chairman for the Combs-
Wyatt campaign.
Mrs. Elsie Provow To Be Honored
At South Fulton School Sunday
On Sunday, May 17, from 2 to 4 p. m. an informalreception will be held in the Physical Education Build-ing at South Fulton School to honor Mrs. Elsie Provow,retiring first grade teacher at South Fulton. All formerpupils, parents of pupils, teachers and friends are mostcordially invited to attend.
Mrs Provow has taught forty-
five years in the schools of Ten-
nessee She attended high school
at Union City and was graduated
from Union I'mversity Academy
at Jackson She received her B.
S. degree from George Peabody
College, Nashville. Tenn. She be-
gan her teaching career in the
Obion-County schools After sev-
eral years in (Anon County, she
taught two years in Madison
County. She attended Cautauqua





A couple of pro-Waterfield
newspapers in these parts have
had a "ball" enjoying "Condemn
Jo Westpheling Month." simply
because I chose to exercise my
privilege as an American citizen
to work for and vote for a can-
didate of my choice.
Since back in Decemoer when
chose to do what little I could
to rid the State of Chanderlism by
supporting Bert Combs and Wil-
son Wyatt I have intermittenly
been called a thief, ,a liar, a bigot,
a bandit, a grave-digger, a hy-
pocrite, a traitor, a tyrant, an
obstructionist and the Lord knows
what else they have called me
that hasn't been put in print.
Actually the attention I have
received from my fellow news-
paper friends is the highest fornl
of flattery and is a tremendous-
ly revealing situation not only to
me but to you. Every time I read
one of the poison-penned outpour-
ings I think of what my mother
used to say .. . "you can judge a
man by the company he keeps."
Surely Harry Lee Waterfield has
read some of these vicious and
bitter condemnations and if he
is sincere in saying that he re-
fuses to conduct a campaign of
mud-slinging and character assas-
sination, it seems that he could
at least protest such goings-on in
his own newspaper. But just as
Harry Lee has not raised a whis-
per or a finger to protest the
shameful acts of the Chandler
Administration, so has he not had
the interest to suggest to Erl Sen-
sing that the Hickman County
Gazette engage itself in promot-
ing the constructive portions of
Continued on Page live
Ind
After the death of hei husband,
Hafford L Provow, she went to
Covington to teach in the ele-
mentary school there, being em-
ployed by the city superintendent,
W A Bass, A. K. Grantham fol-
lowed Mr Bass and Mrs. Provow
stayed eighteen more years in the
Covington City Schools. She re-
signed there in 1942 to come here
to be with her daughter and little
grandson as her son-in-law, was
expecting to be called into mili-
tary service.
She was employed at South
Fulton and stayed several years
before going to Oak Ridge, Tenn.
While there she taught under one
of tha outstanding elementary
principals in Tennessee. Herbert
Ruggles Dodd, at Cedar Hill
School. Mr. Dodd had formerly
been a student of hers at Coving-
ton.
She returned to South Fulton'
In 1951 and has been here since.
Mrs. Provow has always been
active in P-TA She is a Metho-
dist District Secretary of the
Wesleyan Service Guild, a mem-
ber of the Reelfoot Chapter D. A.
R. and a member of the Coving-
ton Chapter and at present a
member of the 0 E. S. at Ful-
ton. She also is a member of the
recently organized Past Matron's
Chapter of the 0. E. S here. She
was presented a life membership
in the Wesleyan Guild last year
and a life membership in P-TA
in May, 1959.
Mrs Provow has one child. Mrs.
W H Drewry of Clarksville,
Ind., and four grandchildren, Pat,
19, who attends Indiana State
-University Branch at Jefferson-
ville; Shari. 15, who is in the
second year of high school at
Clarksville; and John Ray, 7, in
the first grade at Clarksville. The
youngest grandchild, Richard
Bratton is four and not yet in
school. Mr. Drewry is branch
manager for Lance Incorporated
with headquarters in Louisville.
Alter forty-five years of teach-
ing, Mrs. Provow says she would
like to be sixteen again and enter
the teaching profession all over
again.
Several New Centennial Belle Chapters
Are Formed In Fulton And South Fulton
The new Centennial Belles
Chapters are:
Charter No, 18—Victory Home-
makers—"Victory Belles": High
Bustle, Bettye Williamson; Susy
Quill, Barbara Collier; Silver
Bell, Beth Powell; Calamity Jane,
Treva Graham; Main Stay, Allie
Jenkins.
Charter No. 19—South Fulton
PTA—"Tennessee Belles": High
Bustle, Mrs. Harry Reams; Susy
Quill, Mrs*. Roper Fields; Silver
Bell, Mrs. John Schwerdt; Cala-
mity Jane, Mrs. Wendell Butts;
Main Stay, Mrs. H. W. Connaugh-
ton.
Charter No. 20—A merican
Legion Auxiliary—Liberty
Belles: High Bustle, Mrs. Allen
Austin; Susy Quill, Mrs. J. D.
Simpson; Silver Bell, Mrs. Frank
Wiggins; Calamity Jane, Mrs.
Robert Holland; Main Stay, Mrs.
Joe Holland.
Charter No. 21—Drama and
Literature Dept.—"Drama-rama
Belles": High Bustle, Mrs. Pete
Roberts; Susy Quill, Mrs. R. 0.
Brown; Silver Bell, Mrs. Hilliard
Bugg; Calamity Jane, Mrs. Char-
les Burrow; Main Stay, Mrs.
James Weatherspoon.
Charter No. 22—Lastern Star—
"Eastern Star Belles": High
Bustle, Peggy Stone; Susy Quill,
Mavis Parker; Silver Bell, Mary
Katherine Hancock; Calamity
Jane, Dorothy Latham; Main
Stay, Margaret Cheatham.
Charter No. 23—Fulton Home-
makers—"Cook-'n-Sew Belles":
High Bustle, Mrs. Jack Allen;
Susy Quill, Alyua Butler; Silver
Bell, Mrs. Ernest Brady'sCalamity
Jane, Marie Holland; Main Stay,
Mrs. Harry Allison.
Charter No. 24—West Fulton
PTA—"Carr Belles": High Bustle,
Mrs. Reginald Williamson; Low
Bustle, Mrs. J. A. Poe; Susy
Quill, Mrs. Charles Reams; Silver
Continued /ram Page Ftve
ATTENTION BELLE CHAPTERS
Please complete your charters
and turn In all money collected
to Mrs. Robert Batts by May 23,
and the fourth-44 projects.
Each entry is of wood and plas-
tic—the plastic having been
brought in this year for the first
time. Some of the plastic projects
are: letter openers, pen and desk
sets, and tie racks.
Some of the wood piojects are:
chests, beds, dressers, desks,
tables, lamps, bed-side tables, and
many others.
There will be three‘out-of-town
judges this year from Murray,
Mayfield, and Union City.
The winner of the local contest
will be eligible for national corn-




Bert Combs, Democratic can-
didate for Governor, will speak
at Fulgham High School at 8-00
o'clock Friday night, according to
Bert Combs
word received frqsla his State
headquarters thia saiNtaii
The public is being issued an
invitation to come to the high
school to meet and talk to Mr.
Combs, who has not made a pre-
vious appearance in the com-
munity.
Combs headquarters in Louis-
ville told The News this week
that the Fulgham visit has been
added to Mr. Combs' schedule in
order that he could pursue his
avowed intention of "bringing his
message to the people" and meet
some of the voters in Hickman
County that he has not had an
opportunity to talk to.
Just before his visit to Ful-
,gliam, Mr. Combs and his run-
ning mate for Lieutenant-Gover-
nor. Wilson Wyatt, will appear for
a half-hour program over WPSD-
TV in Paducah. The television




Funeral services for Donna Kay
Mayo, 11-months-old, were held
Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 at
the Ruthville Baptist Church. The
Rev. James Jones officiated. Buri-
al, under direction of W. W.
Jones Funeral Home of Martin,
was in the New Hope Cemetery.
Fulton Readies TVA Plea For Senate;
Moe Passes Bill, Denies Amendment
The Fulton Electric Plant Board met in a specialsession Tuesday evening to prepare a detailed presenta-tion on Fulton's impending hearing before the SenatePublic Works Committee in Washington, scheduled for
the near future.
At the hearing, to be conducted in connection with
the Senate consideration of the TVA "Self-Financing"
bill, delegation from Fulton will enter a plea for Ful-
ton's inclusion in the list of communities that have beenspecially exempted from the "freeze" of TVA serviceareas. Among these is South Fulton, Tenn., right acrossthe State line, as well as several other communities in
Tennessee, Kentucky. Georgia and Micsissippi.
The Pant Board's action this during consideration of the TVAweek followed a busy schedule
last week, which began Monday
at Glasgow with a meeting of
Kentucky communities interested
in "low-cost power", and a quick
flight to Washington, D. C. Tues-
day night to put their plea be-
fore the House of Representatives
Bill,
Making the flight to Washing-
ton were Mayor Nelson Tripp,
Councilman and Plant Board
Member Ward Johnson, and
Board members, Rodney Miller
and Paul Westpheling. (Clyde
Williams, Jr. and W. M. Adams,
Obion Conntians Reject Idea Of
Moving School To New Site, 572-30
The residents of the South Ful-
ton school district in Obion Coun-
ty, Tenn.. voted against a proposi-
tion to build a new South Fulton
school at a new location 572 to 30
Saturday.
The straw vote was taken by
interested citizens due to argu-
ments of one faction to use $300,-
000 allotted by the County Court
for a new building, which the
Obion County School Board chose
to locate on a new location, as
opposed to those who argued the
money should be spent to build
and repair facilities at the pres-
ent site.
Proponents of the new school
at a new location believe the sum
is sufficient for a new school
building, while others say it is
not enough for a suitable building
and for repairs to the old.
Voters at South Fulton City
Hall polled 432 votes. 412 for the
present location and repair as




Johnny Oliver, I6-year-old stu-
dent at South Fulton High school
almost drowned Tuesday morn-
ing in the swimming area at Ken-
tucky Lake State Park near Mur-
ray. The accident occurred around
10:45 a. m.
According to reports received
here, Oliver was on the raft out
in the swimming area and started
to swim back to the shore. He
became tired and went under the
water several times. He was
pulled from the water and arti-
ficial respiration was administer-
ed.
He was then rushed to the Mur-
ray Hospital at Murray, Ky., by
Mrs. Floyd Hardy and J. T. Hy-
land, where he was given further
treatment. He was admitted to
the hospital and his condition was
reported satisfactory Tuesday
night. However he was not dis-
missed from the hospital but re-
mained for observation and treat-
ment. It is believed he will be
alright if pneumonia does not set
in. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Brooks Oliver of Fulton, Route 5.
ing and location. At Harris Sta-
tion 80 votes were cast with 75
for the old and five for the new
and at McConnell 85 expressed
their preference for the old and
five for the new.
The Obion board of education
is expected to reveal its final de-
cision on the matter in the near
future.
Those who worked at the polls
Saturday were: South Fulton City
Hall—H. L. Ferguson, R. J. Sed-
berry, S. N. Valentine, Mrs. James
Fuller, Mrs James Raffety, Mrs.
James Hyland and Mrs. W. C.
Batts; McConnell—W. D. Owens,
Harry Bushart and Lou Lela
\Moss; and Harris Station—MelvinSturgiss.
Hickory _Log
Changes Ownership
Mrs. Bula Hancock Tuesday
purchased the Hickory Leg Cafe
on East Fourth Street from Dale
Cummings. Mrs. Hancock has
been employed at the cafe for the
past five years.
Her son, Morris Hancock, form-
er owner of the Hancock Service
Station, will be manager of the
Hickory Log.
The cafe will continue to be
open each day from 6 a. m. to 12
midnight, and the Hancocks in-
vite all their friends to come by
to see them.
also Board members, were un-
able to make the trip.)
The group met with First Dis-
trict Congressman Frank Stubble-
field of Murray, who had pre-
viously assured the local Board
that he would do everything pos-
sible to bring Fulton's plea to the
attention of the House.
On Thursday morning Mr.
Stubblefield introduced an
amendment to the House Bill
which would have excluded Ful--*
ton and other- First District
Counties from the TVA "freeze"
area but this last-ditch fight in
the House was turned downed by
Representative Cliff Davis of
Tennessee, sponsor of the bill, and
the amendment failed to carry.
As a matter of fact, numerous
amendments failed to carry under
the sharp eye of Mr. Davis, who
would admit practically no altera-
tions to the bill as it was report-
ed out of Committee. The Self-
Financing bill was passed by the
House Thursday afternoon.
Looking ahead to Senate con-
sideration of the Bill, the Fulton
delegation then took their case
to Senator Cooper of Kentucky,
who is a 'member of the Senate
Public Works Committee and to
other Senators on the Committee.
Senator Cooper told the group
that Fulton had a "good case" and
should present it when the Public
Works Committee of the Senate
begins hearings on the bill in the
near future. Thus, Fulton may yet
win its fight by being included
in the Senate Bill and okayed by
a subsequent Senate-House com-
mittee.
The Fulton delegation returned
from Washington Thursday even-
ing, full of praise for the whole-
hearted Cooperation given them
by Representative Stubblefield
and his staff during their stay, for
the encouragement given by
Senator Cooper . . . and with a
determination to put the case of
Fulton's 20-year-old fight for
TVA before the Senate as soon
as they are notified that a hear-
ing has been scheduled.
Joe Johnson
Heads Bankers
Joe R. Johnson, Jr., Clinton
banker, was elected president of
Group I, Kentucky Banker's
Association, at a dinner meeting
held at Paducah Monday even-
ing at the Paducah Country Club.
Other officers elected were: Joe
Dick, Murray, vice president; and
E. L. Starks, Benton, secretary.
Nethery Named Police Chief;
Housing Commission Approved
Roy Nethery, a member of the
Fulton police department for sev-
eral years, was named chief of
police by the city council Monday
night. He will serve until the
first of the year.
He succeeds Rex Ruddfe who
resigned recently. Hassell Wil-
liams, who has been acting chief
since Ruddle's resignation, was
retained as assistant chief.
The council elected the chief
by secret ballot.
Mayor Tripp nominated Wil-
liams for the chief's office, but
Councilman Smith Atkins chose
for the councilmen to vote by
secret ballot. Nethery received
Music Department To P resent Annual Festival
The Music Department of the
Fulton City Schools will present
the 13th annual Music Festival,
under the direction of Arthur R.
Roman, on Friday night, May 15,
at 8 o'clock at the Carr Institute
Auditorium.
The program will be as follows:
Jr. High Glee "Club—"I Heard
A Forest Praying", Peter De Rose;
"The Surrey With The Fringe on
Top", Richard Rogers; "Cindy",
Robert Wilson; "The Lord's Pray-
er", Malotte.
Instrumental solos—James
Reed (piano), "Polanaise", Mc-
Dowell; James Clark (tpt.),
"Sketch", Concone; Elaine Butler
(flute), "Senate", (Largo) "Han-
del"; Edward Butler (tuba),
"C arnidal of Venice Var.",





Sousa; "Oriental Suite", Gibb;
"Three Bears", Long, (Narrater—
David Cunningham); "Deep Pur-
ple", Arr. Beeler; "You'll Never
Walk Alone", Hammerstein-Rod-
gers.
Fulton High School. Majorettes
—Twirling Routine, (El Captain),
Sousa; (Ophelia Speight, Brenda
Brown, Elaine Beggs Sandra Wil-
liams, Saundra Latham).
Finale—"S t a r-Spangled Ban-
nee', (National Athem), Band—
Chorus—Audience.
Home Economics Exhibit.: 
FarmShop—Starting at 6 p. m.
Industrial Arts—Student
Craftsman Fair—starting at 6 p.
m.; 1. Farm Shop; 2. Mech. Draw-
ing Room; 3. Paint Room,
Members of the Fulton City
High Schools Band are:
Band officers—president:
Elaine Butler; secretary-treasur-
er: Wanda Cash; librarian: Nor-
man Harwood; reporter: James
Wright
Clarinet—Bill Wade, Barry
Roper, Bill Hancock, Wanda Cash,






Snare Drum—Joy Yates, An-
nette Campbell, Annie Green,
James Wright.
Trumpet—J oh n Cunningham,
James Clark, Warren Nanney,
Danny Carver, David Cunning-
ham. Barry Adams, Lynn Craven,




man Harwood, Robert Anderson,
Danny Robbins.
Majorettes-0 phelia Speight,




Members of Jr High Glee Club
Pianists; Mary Bondurant, Mary
Page, Nancy Latta; president:
Darlene Roberts; librarian: Carol
Schrade r; secretary-treasurer:
Martha DeMyer; reporter; Bever-
ly Haman.
Patricia Carlisle, JoAnn Haman,
Betty Hopkins, Nancy Lacewell,
Nancy Latta, Ida Noles, Helen
Wiggins, Lydia Wright, Jackie
Graves Sue Hogg, Phyllis Robert-
son, Lynda Warren, Willa Ben-
nett, Mary Bondurant, Glenda
Clark, Beverly Haman, Josephine
Hancock, Pam Homra, Marilyn
Hurley, Pat Jones, Nancy Pols-
grove, Darlene Roberts, Carrol
Shrader, Nancy Sisson, Kay
Stark, Glenda Thurman, Ruth
Worley, Ann Bowers, Brenda
Crocker, Martha DeMyer, Sheri
Elliott, Ida Jane Finch, Annie
Green, Sandra Holt, Sharrye
Johnson, Ann Matheny, Judy
Owens, Phillis Pigue, Judy Stan-
field, Rita Thompson, Freida
Yates, Dana Davis, Martha Hemp-
hill. Mary Page, Ora Lee Merrell,
Sandra Summers, Hedy Pat Ezell.
five votes, while Carmi Page,
another member of the force, got
one. Williams had the longest
number of years of service of any
member of the force.
The council also named four
persons to serve with Mayor Nel-
son Tripp on a municipal hous-
ing commission.
They are Parks Weaks, Mrs.
Eleanor Huddlestom....C, H. Mc-
Daniel and Gene Hatfield.
They will serve four years
without pay.
Flynn Powell 'presented the
council with a petition, signed by
several residents of his com-
munity, protesting the issuance of
a beer license to the Frankum
Service Station on West State
Line. Since ()King the license,
Billy Blackstone. City ABC man,
said that he had talked with
Frankfort and learned that a per-
son has to live in the State two
years before he can secure a
license. Owner of the service
station, John Frankum, lives in
Tennessee, therefore his money
will be refunded.
At the meeting a letter of
thanks from Dr. D. L. Jones and
Brady Brothers Garage was read,
thanking the council for install-
ing a storm sewer from State
Line to the Baptist Church.
The council voted to buy street
signs Highlands, Country Club
Colirt and the By-Pass Roads.
A ',New alax rate ordinance was
read by City Attorney James
Warren. He also read an agree-
ment between the City of Fulton
and Ferry-Morse Seed Company.
concerning garbage disposal.
A resolution was adopted upon
the request of the Centennial
Committee, that an exclusive
franchise be granted to one com-
pany to furnish store window and
front decorations for the Centen-
Continued On Page riv•
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Waterfield Campaign Hits Skids; Hoped-For
40,000-Vote Majority Drops To Zero, Admits KyR
All signs this week point to a
ntounting tide of public disgust with
"Prince Albert" Chandler and his out-
fit in Frankfort, and even figures
from the Goose-Hunter's cohorts tell
how the tide of victor is mounting
for the Combs-Wyatt ticket.
Four or five weeks ago, the admin-
istration-loving, Louisville-published
"Kentucky Report" described a pos-
gible Combs-Wyatt victory as a "poli-
tical miracle" if it were to happen,
forecasting a Waterfield- victory in
excess of 40,000.
Last week "Kentucky Report" must
have nosed around the State a little
before making their current predic-
tion: they gave Waterfield a state-
wide victory by only 14,000 votes.
In this week's KyR they dropped
Waterfiekl by all 14,000 votes and
described the coming vote- as a neck-
and-neck horse race with both can-
didates coming to the finish Tine in a
dead heat, and you-know-who win-
ning by a whisker.
Harry Lee, quite a bit more gener-
ous with his figures, has nevertheless
conceded that he has lost 15,000 votes
in the First District in these last few
weeks. From his first estimate of a
35,000 First District majority (we
SAID he was generous with his
figures) he next predicted 25,000; last
Friday night at Mayfield he shaved
another 5000 off and predicted 20,000.
That, of course, is wishful thinking.
Since the real estate deals of his have
come to light, and since the free gro-
cery deal has been dug up, consider-
able dismay has overtaken even the
strongest supporters of "Prince Al-
bert's" friends. Using the only rebut-
tal they know, they have resorted to
mud-slinging, apologetic and defen-
sive tirades, and other marks of the
beaten.
With their theme song of "experi-
enced candidate" shot full of holes
with exposures of a XV) year term of
office crammed full of personal gain,
their anticipation of a "bandwagon"
movement stopped cold in its tracks
by determined and unsurmountable
opposition in every, district, their cry
of "help thy neighbor" offset by the
qualified answer of Miss Doris Owens,
another neighbor of ours who was
battered unmercifully by her neigh-
bor's organization just two years ago,
even a break-even tally in the First
District is more than "Prince Al-
bert's" organization deserves—and
the First District decides the ball
game.
In hopes of salvaging a victory by
attempting to start a Waterfield-
Wyatt combination around the State,
SERMONETTE OF THE VVEEK
the Chandler organization has again
exhibited its frustration. Since that
hasn't struck any response, we saw
last week an effort Pon the part of
Chandler's Louisville organization
(what there is of it) to seek to estab-
lish a Waterfield-Wells team, but the
two other principal candidates in the
Lieutenant-Governor's race flatly re-
fused to drop out, and we urtferstand
that if Wells HAD been chosen, cam-
paign manager Joe Leary, himself
would have kissed them all goodbye.
The current Kentucky Report
(above referred to) comes up with
another interesting item: In St. Mat-
thews (suburban Louisville) the Re-
publican newspaper notes hard cam-
paigning for a Waterfield-Wyatt com-
bination, and that's easy to figure
why: with Bert Combs as the Demo-
cratic nominee, the Republicans con-
cede a lesser chance of winning, so
they push the weaker candidate. Ken-
tucky Report even reported the
Waterfield-Wyatt movement with
some apparent enjoyment. H o w
stupid do they think some of their
readers are?
We know Bert Combs and Wilson
Wyatt as outstanding gentlemen,
dedicated to the task of making Ken-
tucky a great State, and to make its
employee roster one filled with
honest, hard-w orkin g, productive
people. We expect neither of them to
be greeted with "boos" when they
address or appear-at football or bas-
ketball games; we expect neither of
them to seek personal profit from real
estate or other transactions while in
office; we fully expect to get their
attention and sympathy for worth-
while projects for Fulton and Fulton
County if they are ejected and we
know that we will.
During the present administration
Fulton has fared badly: all that we
can come up with is a $10,000 parking
lot downtown and a lot of graveled
streets recently in the suburbs.—Just
these, despite the fact that they had
the greatest highway-money jackpot
in history. -
Compare that to Fulton's progress
under the Clements and Wetherby
administrations: a $600,000 highway
by-pass linking Riceville with US 45
North, a big by-pass project through
Highlands, and a major street-widen-
ing and improvement of West State
Line—just to name those in town.
We feel that Fulton, Fulton County
and the whole State have much to
look forward to when Bert Combs and
Wilson Wyatt go into office, and your
vote for them on May 26 will help
get the job done.
Can Science Replace God?
By Thomas E. Murray,
consultant to the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy
Science has made magnificent con-
tributions to our way of living. The
list of its achievements are endless;
and its progress has just begun.
Scientists have placed in the hands of
men power which dwarfs even the
imagination that fashioned the story
of Aladdin's lamp.
SCIENCE can give man mastery
over matter. It can fail to give man
control over himself. Science has its
distinctive method: it involves ex-
periment—with tools, machines and
chemicals. But you cannot, without a
kind of sacrilege, experiment with the
souls, lives and honor of men.
However useful science is to in-
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Address all mall (subscriptions, change of address, Parma
3%711 to
'oat Office Box 485 Fulton, Kentucks
Published Eveey Thursday of The Year
t. PAUL and jOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
II member of the Kentucky Press Association
• member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates. $200 per year in Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
skid Weakley Counties, Tenn., ElSewhere
throughout the United States $3 00 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28. 1933
at the Post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March. 18-9
Thursday, May 14, 1959
vestigate the privacy of tiny cham-
bers called atoms, it is all but useless
to investigate the inner and higher
life of men. You cannot examine free
will in a test tube. Yet, much of what
man does for good or evil springs from
this inner life of free choice. Nuclear
energy can explode with uncontroll-
able force. But the occasion for its
explosion is controlled by men—eith-
er by evil men or by good men.
Science cannot save men from
themselves, any more than society
can. Rather, it is individual men who
must save science, society and them-
selves. If men will not live by virtue
they may have to die by power.
ALL things are made by God, and
so man's attention must never be
focused on science so as to neglect
religion and philosophy which bring
us to God. Only religion and philo-
sophy can direct our lives according
to right reason and charity.
Life and culture need modern
science; but they need even more the
qualities that make life genial and
human. Times come for all of us when
we must lift our thoughts not only
above the swirl of matter, but even
above plant life and animality. Man
needs an appreciation of why he lives
ana loves. He must be brought into
contact with an object to live and die
for.
THE OBJECT is found nowhere in
science; it..is found only in God.
-STRICTLY BUSINESS by McFeette;s'
you really want to make a worthwhile contribution
to the farm, Caper, go work for our competitor!"
FROM THE FILES:—a
Turning Back The Clock—
Friday, May 12, 1939
Forty-three members of the
Young Men's Business Club met
in regular dinner session Tuesday
night at the Rainbow Room, with
W M. Blackstone. president. pre-
siding. Gilbert DeMyer. newly
elected member, was present, and
one old member, Alexander In-
man. of Mayfield, was a guest
A rare treat is in store for all
who love good music when the
Stamps' Melody Boys Quartet ap-
pears in concert at Science Hall,
Fulton, on Saturday evening, May
13, at 8 p. m.
Mae West, Hollywood movie
star, passed through Fulton Tues-
day morning. She arrived in Ful-
ton on train No. 2 enroute from
Memphis and left on No. 102 for
Cincinnati.
Miss West is (In a personal
appearance tour, having been in
Memphis four days. She will ap-
pear in Cincinnati and several
other points in the east
Miss June Bushart, a junior
from Fulton, was elected Foot-
ball Queen at IMItittly State Col-
lege at a meeting of the varsity
and freshman football players on
Tuesday, May 9.
At its regular meeting on Mon-
day night, May 8, the Fulton City
Board of Education by unanimous
vote decided to discontinue mid-
year promotion.
The Fulton Circuit Court was
continued to Fulton from Hick-
man this week, with Judge L. L.
Hindman presiding.
Miss Gladys Homra, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. K. Homra, left,
Sunday for Greensburg, Ky.,
where she has accepted a position
as county home demonstration
agent.
Miss Gladys Homra, who left
Sunday to make her home in
Greensboro, Ky. was compliment-
ed Saturday night with a sur-
prise buffet supper, given by Miss
Adelle Homra, at the borne of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. K.
Hamra on Norman-st.
Dr. and Mrs. Seldon Cohn were
host and hostess to their weekly
bridge club Tuesday night at their
home on Carr-st
Mrs. Vester Freeman was hos-
tess to her bridge club Tuesday
morning at her home on Third-st.
Mrs. I M. Jones was hostess to
her weekly bridge club Wednes-
day night at her home on Central-
ave., entertaining twelve morn-
berg and four guests, Mrs. A. L
Fatherree of Barlett, Tenn., Mrs.
Harry Jonakin of Dyersburg,
Tenn., Miss Monette Jones and
Mrs. Felix Segi.
Mrs. Vernon Owen was hostess
to her bridge club last Thursday
afternoon at her home on Second-
st.
WASHINGTON REPORT I
by your Congressman, Frank Stubblefield
TVA SELF-F1NANCING
BILL PASSES HOUSE
By a vote of 245 to 170 the four-
year battle to get a TVA self-
financing bill through the House
ended in victory last week. It was
a costly victory, however. The
price that private utilities and
other foes of TVA extracted in
exchange was a territorial limi-
tation.
The purpose of the limitation
is to prevent TVA power from
going to any locality which was
not getting TVA power on July
1, 1957. Towns which had con-
tracted for TVA power since
then or which are now in court
in an effort to get TVA power
were exempted form the "freeze."
This leaves the door open for Pa-
ducah and Princeton.
I introduced an amendment
under which everyone in the First
District would have been free to
choose between TVA power and
private utility power. The amend-
ment was defeated on the Floor.
In view of the way the lines were
drawn, I was not very hopeful of
succeeding, but I think the effort
was worthwhile for two reasons:
(I) It brought out for the record
some of the inequities in the
freeze provision and (2) It should
help in the effort to improve this
part of the bill in the Senate.
The authority to sell bonds
which the Will provides will make
it possible for TVA to build the
facilities urgently needed to pre-
vent a severe power shortage in




Mayor Nelson Tripp and Fulton
Power Plant Board members Rod-
ney Miller, Ward Johnson, and
Paul Westpheling flew in a few
hours _before the bill reached the
Floor of the House. I deeply ap-
preciate their assistance. I believe
their telling of the "Fulton story"
• will help get the limitation pro-
vision revised on the Senate side.
As I pointed out on the Floor of
the House, the Town of Fulton,
Kentucky. will be prohibited from
choosing TVA power while across
the street the Town of South Ful-
ton, Tennessee, will have the
benefit of TVA rates.
TOBACCO BILL SCHEDULED
The bill to stabilize and protect
the support price for tobacco is
scheduled to come to a vote on
the Floor of the House Monday,
May 18. I believe the bill will be
approved even though a two-
thirds vote will be required.
The bill is being brought up
with a two-thirds vote require-
ment since this is the only way
to keep it from being amended.
We are doing this because we fear
opponents might try to "amend
the tobacco program to death" if
they get an opportunity.
VISITORS FROM HOME
In addition to our friends from
Fulton, other recent visitors in-
clude Dr. and Mrs. W. M. Coffee,
La Center, and Martha and Her-
man Broach, formerly of Murray
and now of Oklahoma City, Okla-
homa. Also, Rupert "Hoot" Horns-
by, George Helm, and R. B.
"Duck" Goalder of Hickman, who
were here in the interest of the




Fulton County cooperated with
the other homemakers clubs in
the First District in the last TV
program of the season on Wed-
nesday of last week.
Each club had 21/2 minutes over
WPSD-TV and Fulton County
chose the subject "You are what
you eat." Those taking part were
Mrs. T. R. Cagle, KU demonstra-





THE NEWS welcomes expres-
sions from its readers. Such
items must be signed but
name will be ommItted from
publication if requenkstL
Hi Folks,
Here is 5300. Please renew my
subiscription to The Fulton County
News. I was in Fulton last week
ad intended to conic by your off -
lee, but one thing and another
prevented it. I have been away
from Fulton for"most nine years,
but I still enjoy news of rn) old
Lriend.s and neighors.
Last week was the first time I
have been home in six years and
believe me. I could see Iota of
changes all for the better.
I guees you can't go too far
or stay too long, but that your
heart will always remember home
I was visiting my father. Mr. Earl
Verhine who is and my bro-
ther and wile, Mr and Mrs. John
Verhine.
Ask Oulda Jewell If she remetn-
Class Reunions At
UK To Be Held May 23
Members of 12 University of
Kentucky graduating classes will
return to the campus May 23 for
Alumni Day reunions. All Univer-
sity graduating classes have been
invited to attend, but special re-
unions will be held for the class
of 1909, which will celebrate its
golden anniversary; the closs of
1914; celebrating its 45th anni-
versary, and the class of 1934.
observing its silver anniversary
Other groups gathering for re-
utuons are the classes of 194)5,
1906, 1,907, 1908, 1924, 1925, 1926,
1927 1934 1944 1945 and 1946.
bers Farline and Leas Campbell.
I remember her when she OILS






'Editor's Note. Yes. I xeinem -
ber you two. Sorry I missed seeing
you while you were in town.
Oulda.)




an the modern ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATOR
FREEZER
Here's real convenience! A modern, auto-
matic electric refrigerator-freezer combina-
tion that keeps all the fresh and frozen foods
you need for day-to-day good eating. And
keeps them within easy reach.
Saves precious shopping time too. The roomy
refrigerator holds plenty of fresh foods and
fruits . . . keeps them fresh as the day you
bought them. And the convenient freezer
compartment has ample room for frozen
foods.
See your electric appliance dealer for the
right size refrigerator-freezer your family
needs.
About 5 pennies a day
is all you pay to freeze
& refrigerate foods the
electric way. This is the







































































Prom the FHS KIMMEL—
A Look At Past Of Senior Class
Reveals An Overflow Of Memories
As the Seniors are looking for-
ward to their commencement,
they still have many pleasant
memories of their high school days
to cherish.
When they started out as green
freshmen, the class officers were:
Freddy Harper, PulsPc Relations:
Donald Rs,,.Serfetary and Treas-
urer. Ruth ' Butts, liu.sineas Man-
ager; Mary Ann Bennett, Vice
President Char:le Huddleston.
lormidunt. "Most Likely to nue-
ceed- were Ruth and Char-
lie Huckileston, weile Mary Ann
Bennett and Joluiny Jones were
"Most Popular".
As the Sopkomore year rolled
around the new class officers were
Sidney Callihan' and Charlie
Htiddieston. nubile Relations;
Mary Ann Bennett Business Man-
ager; Freddy Harper, Secretary
and Treasurer; Joe Johnson, Vice
President; Joanne Covington, Pres-
ident; -Move Typical" were Sid-
ney Calliharn and Joe Johnson.
Jolly Juniors riveted to office
were: Joan Carter and Philip
Jeffreas, Public Relation:: Joanne
Covington, Secretary; Donald Ray,
Treasurer; Johnny Allen, Vice
President; Charlie Huddleston.
President. All the happiness of
this year was climaxed by the
Junior Prorn.
Elected officer.; of the much
anticipated Senior year were:
Susan Bushart and Donnie Mc-
Knight, Public Teclations, Johnny
Allen, Business Manager. Philip
Jeffres.s. Secreary and Treasur-
Freddy Harper, Vice Presi-
dent; Richard Cardwell, President.
The motto of thier class is -What
we are to be, we sie now becom-
ing."
Members of the graduating class
are Johnny Allen Mary Ann Ben-
nett. Olynn Ray Bradley. Rich-
ard Britton. Brenda Brown, Ward
Burns its. Susan Bushert. Elaine
Butler, Ruth Butts, Sidney Celli-
ham, Cynthia Camphell, Richard
Cardwell, Jerry Carter. Joan Car-
ter. Glenn Cook, Joanne Coving-
ton, Tommy Email, Freddy Har-
per. Charlie Heddleston, Bobby
Hyland, Philip Jeffrees. Anna
Frincie Jackson, Johnny Jones,
Brenda Jones. Joe Johnson, Patsy
Jean Kerney. Ruby Jean Lockett,
Donnie McKnight; Carolyn Mann,
Tommy Morrow, Kenneth )Jul-'
cahy. Jimmy Newton. Janice Page,
Barbara Ann Pearson. Roger
Piirue Bobby Powell, Donald Ray,
Ftoert Stephenegi, Cl-.arlea Sisson,
VOTE YOUR CHOICE FOR GOVERNOR!
But Don't Forget
RAMIEN A Good Kentucky AmmulName for STATE dm
The Only Certified Public Accountant In This Race
Experienced in Auditing Public Funds
Would Be Glad to Hear From My Friends
in This Community





New Ire. :1,t enre, like new automobiles,
are constantly being bettered by im-
proved design and skilled engineering
. . . all with one goal in mind—to give
our customers exactly what they need.
Do these improvements matter to
you? They do, indeed. For, even
though you never ship a pound of
freight, you are the ultimate customer
for whom we work. Just remember
that most of the things you buy travel
by rail. So the better our service, the
bet ter for you.
That's why we want you to know
that this year we are planning to add
more than 1900 new freight cars to our
fleet, including many cars to meet spe-
cial shipping needs. For we are de-
termined to make better the best of
Illinois Central service—better for you







forty-three Seniors are planning to attend college
Graduation Thoughts
fly Charlie Huddleaton
Graduation time iz approaching.
This is of.e of the most important
days in the life of a high school
student. On gradqatIon night, the
girls will be len ki:•,; tears. The
boys, thinking that showing •
similar emotion would be un-
manly, will laugh off the feeling
that thee are leaving forever
something that has suddenly be-
come vet y dear to them. Except
for a few minutes on Honors Day,
graduation night will be the last
time the kids will ever be to-
gether as a class.
Most of the seniors realize that
in the coming summer and in the
years to come, they will drift
farther and farther from their
old classmates. In twenty years,
they will probably have trouble
recognising their old buddies, or
remembering the names of people
who were once close friends
A vague sense of the finalness
of graduation will iay hold of the
seniors Although many of them
have Joyfully looked forward to
the day when they can "finally
get OUT of the old dump." some-
how a lot of the happiness leaves
when the last day arrives
Ahead, they can see only
Kenneth Turner. Jbnmy Wade.
and Brady Williamson.
THE SENIOR CLASS OF 1959. More of these than from any
more than the
classes.
strangeness—c o 11 ege, making
friends among strangers, the arm-
ed services, marriage, Everything
familiar will be gone. Maybe a
senior has loafed and cheated his
way through high school. The little
methods and trick" of cheating
suddenly don't aeem smart and
funny anymore.
But graduation isn't all senti-
ment and sorrow. A very wise man
once compared graduation to a
sudden bend in the rivet of life.
"Beyond the bend lies strangeness,
but also the opportunity to make
new friends, a thence to make
over some of the ni.stakes one may
have made in high school, new
challenges, and new opportunit-
ies Graduation is the LAST of
an old life, but it is also the
start of a new, more independent.
11E1-TER way of life Graduation
is not an end; it is a beginning-.
' From the FHS KENNEL—
Mrs. Nall, Miss Lowe
I Honored On Retirement
The teachers pf Carr Element-
ary, Terry Norman, and Fulton
1High School honored Mrs. M C
1Nail and Miss Lee Ella Lowe with
a potluck dinner on the evening
lof April 27. 1950, at the home of
, Mrs Joe Bennett. Mrs Nall and
Miss Lowe are retiring at the end
of the school year. The pupils
will miss them very much and






"MOSHI MOSHI!" These are the lilting words used to
answer a telephone in Japan. Here in America most of
us say "Hello." Numerous versions of that familiar greet-
ing are found around the world. For instance, in Arabia
it's "Alo" ... in Madrid it's "Hola" ... in Germany it's
"Hallo." The Roman says "Pronto," which means "Ready."
Latin Americans might say "Con quien?" meaning "With
whom?" Some countries dispense with greetings altogether
as in England where the direct Briton says "Smith here,"
and his caller replies with "Jones here." Though customs
differ the world over, the importance and convenience of
the telephone is universal.
• • •
MAGIC CARPETS reserved for Rajahs? Bet your life
they're not! I have one, and so do you right within easy
reach. It's your telephone! With it you can whisk away
to New York, San Francisco, or Hongkong! Be there in
minutes, too. And not only does it speed you to the side
of faraway friends, but right here at home it transacts
business ... spreads good news ... runs errands ... acts
as your personal genie! I'm convinced that where "magic
carpets" are concerned, Rajahs never had it this good!
(WHEN YOU WHISK AWAY by Long Distance, your
magic carpet will get there faster when you call by
number, and your trip will cost less when you call after
six or on Sunday.)
WHERE ARE IOU when
the phone rings? Might .as
well be on a desert island
as stranded rooms away.
Yet it's the simplest thing
In the world to be rescued.
Ever thought of a kitchen
extension at your fingertips?
Or a bedroom phone for
leisurely chats? And, Dad,
why feel like a castaway when you slip off to your work-
shop? It's so easy to have extensions to suit the whole
family for only a few cents a day each. They come in
colors as lovely as a bouquet of fresh spring flowers, tool
class; In recent history, and tar
national average for graduating
From the FHS KENNEL
1959-60 Kennel
Staff Selected
At a meeting of sponsors and
editors of THE KENNEL the fol-
lowing staff for next year was
selected:
Editorial Staff-t-Editor, Wayne
Anderson; Assistant Editor, Hal
Warren; News Editor, Roland
Carter; Assistant News Editor,
Jimmy Wright; Feature Editor,
Martha Herring; Assistant Fea-
ture Editor, Karen Dublin; Sports
Editor, Gary Williamson; Copy
Editors, Maridel Wells, Judy Wol-
berton, Wanda Cash; Exchange
Editor, Jean Burnette; Assistant
The Fulton News, Thursday, May 14, 1959
From the FHS HENNSL—
Mr. Fleming Is
Can Principal
Mr. Ray Fleming, principal of
Carr Elementary for the last sot
Exchange Editor, Dortha Duke,
Business Staff—Business Mana-
ger, George Gunter; Assistant
Business Manager, Judy Moore;
Sales Managers, Clete Beggs, Kay
Morris, Bill Wade; Advertising
Manager, Lynn Bushart ; Assistant
Advertising Manager s, Nancy
Bushart, Carol gteNeilly; Circula-
tion Managers, Judy Burton, Su-
zanne Johnson; Assistant Circula-
tion Manager, TOmmy Carney.
Reporters—K enneth Leggett,
Judy Copeland, Ronnie Winston,
Martha DeMyer, Phyllis Pigue,




years, was born in Calloway
County, Kentucky. He moved to
Carlisle County in early child-
hood and attended elementary
and high school there.
Mr. Fleming has attended Mur-
ray State College at Murray,
and Union University at Jackson,
Tennessee. He has a B. S. degree
from Bethel and an M. A. degree
from Murray State College.
He has taught in elementary
schools in Carlisle County, in
Sedalia High School in Graves
County, and in South Fulton
High School. He has also been an
elementary principal in Weakley
County, Tennessee.
Mr. Fleming is married and has
three daughters, all of whom are
graduates of Fulton High Scht}ol.
QUAIL-REARING FARM
The Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources oper-
ates the largest quail-rearing ex-
perimental farm in the world
read the Classified Ads
CADILLAC FAMILY CAR
AIR CONDITIONED FOR USE OF THE
IMMEDIATE FAMILY — AT NO EXTRA COST
The Whitnel Funeral Service is a beautiful tribute to the
memory of your loved one.
CADILLAC AMBULANCE SERVICE
We have two Cadillac ambulances—both air-conditioned and
oxygen-equipped—ready to go, day or night. And it costs no
more to use this service.
WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME












J. Phil Smith 
Jackron, Ky.










It FOR SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION










William C. Mann 
Marrowbone, Ky.
111
George P. Whittington 
Henderson, Ky




Nova E. Wellman LI
Louisa, Ky.
I, Kathryn R. Lannom, Clerk of the Fulton County Court, certify
that the above is a copy of the Republican Party ballot to be voted
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The News reports your.
Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
The Centennial Belles will have the first and on
e of
the best entertainments of the Ken-Tenn-O-Ram
a cele-
bration on May 18 at 7 p. m. This will be a "Cent
ennial
Style Show" of the Main Stays of each Belle Ch
apter.
The shvw will be held at Hugh Fly's Derby Res
taurant.
This show is free, and the public is cordially
 invited.
Yesteryear's beautiful styles will apppar in the
 Rebel
Room which contains many lovely antiques
 and many
of Mr. Fly's interesting relics and histori
c pictures.
About thirty -Charming models—each repr
esenting a
chapter of the Centennial Belles—will take 
part in this
special Style Show, in keeping with Fulton's 10
0th anni-
versary celebration.
The Belles are making elabor-
ate preparations for this specta
-
cular event. Many dresses, which
will add a rich historic touch to
the Centennial, may be seen fo
r
the first time at this show.
The models, wearing gowns 'and
accessories made especially for
the Centennial; will arrive 
for
the show in true Cent
ennial
fashion. They will ride to 
the
Derby in some-of this area's 
old-
est automobiles which are 
being
rounded up by Hugh for the
 oc-
casion. These cars will remain
 on
display in front of the restaur
ant
throughout the show.
Special music of years palt will
be provided by a Barbe
rshop
Quartet which is composed o
f
some of Fulton's finest sing
ers.
Judges for the show will be 
Mr.
J. D. Myers of the Vanity Shop 
in
Mayfield, Attorney Bob Miller of
Murray, and Attorney Sam Neil-
ling of Union City, Tennessee.
Remember the date—May 18, 7
p. m.—Derby Restaurant—for an
enjoyable evening of free enter-
tainment.
Eight golfers from the Fulton
Country Club attended a meeting
of the West Tennessee Golf Asso-
ciation at Dyersburg Tuesday.
They were Mrs. Buren Rogers,
Mrs. Margaret Cantrell, Mrs. Jas-
per Vowel] and Mrs. Richard
Myatt of Fulton, Mrs. Fred
Stokes, Jr., Mrs. Guy Hale, Mrs.
Rupert Hornsby and Mrs. W. C.
Hale, all of Hickman.
Medalist for the Day was Ann
Gookin of Dyersburg with a 41.
Mrs. Betty Jean Vowell was
medalist for the Fulton Club with
a 48,
Mrs. Martha Hornsby of Hick-
man tied with Virginia Lamb and
Ann Ducan for low handicap and
Mrs. Hornsby won in the draw.
Sixty-four golfers attended.
Lunch was served at noon.
The meeting next month will
be at Humboldt.
Miss Phyliss Edwards of May-
field, Ky., bride-elect of Pat
Hicks of Mayfield and Memphis
was honored with a lovely din-
ner party on Thursday evening
by Mrs. Elmer Shaw at her home
on Central Avenue.
Mrs. Paul Westpheling and
Mrs. Hendon Wright, both of
Radio Station WFUL, are in
Louisville this week.
A luncheon party was given in
honor of Mrs. Elsie Provow, who
is retiring from the South Fulton
faculty, in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Blaylock of South Ful-
ton Monday.
Summer bouquets featuring red
roses, peonies, and rhoderium,
were predominate throughout the
house. The dining table was over-
laid with an imported lace cloth,
and centered with an'arrange-
ment of red roses in a milk-glass
bowl. A silver tray and pitcher,
necklace and earrings were pre-
sented to Mrs. Provow.
Also, a" gift was presented to
Leburn Kirk, elementary prin-
cipal, who is leaving South Ful-
ton to be principal at Dixie.
A turkey dinner was served
buffet-style to the guests.
Those attending were: Mrs.
Provow, Mr. Kirk, Principal and
Mrs. Lester Betty, Mrs. Vestal
Coltharp, Mrs. Mac Burrow, Mrs.
Curtis Hancock, Mrs. Ralph Puc-
kett, Mrs. Bill Gray, Miss Cath-
erine Bradshaw, Mrs. Stuart Pos-
torn, Mrs. John Schwerdt, Mrs.
Roper Fields, Mrs. George Craf-
ton, Miss Maudie Pepper, Misis
Myrtle Brann and Mrs. Guy
Finch.
Miss Anne Latta, popular bride-
elect of Robert Peterson, was the
inspiration for two lovely pre-
nuptial events on Saturday. Mrs
Parks Weaks and her daughters.
Carmen and Mariana, entertain-
ed with a coffee in her honor on
Saturday morning, and Saturday
night Mrs. Harry Murphy, Mrs
Gene Hatfield, Mrs. M.W. Haws
and Mrs. Leon Browder were
hosts to a dinner party honoring
Miss Latta and her fiance.
Fee- the party Saturday morn-
ing 'the Weak' home on Court
Drive was attractive with color-
ful arrangements of red roses.
Tasty party delicacies were ser-
ved from a beautifully appoint-
ed table, overlaid with a cut-work
cloth and centered with an ar-
rangement of white peonies in
a silver bowl.
The guest of honor wore a two-
piece turquoise linen, featuring a
slim skirt and sleevdess jacket.
Her white blouse featured tur-
quoise print. She wore a gar-
denia corsage, a gift from the hos-
tesses.
Guests attending included—
Miss Latta. Mrs. Gilson Latta,
Mrs. Walter Hill, Mrs. Bob Jen-
nings of Donaldson, Tenn., Mrs.
Tommy Beard of Norfolk, Va.,
Mrs. William Fossett of Lexing-
ton, Mrs B. J. Pigue, Mrs. Louis
Weaks, Mrs. Lenora Bushart, Mrs.
Vodie Hardin, Mrs. Fred Gibson,
Mrs. Walter Voelpel, Mrs. Harvey
Caldwell, Mrs. Bob White, Mrs.
Herbert Hunt of Mayfield, Mrs.
George Doyle, Mrs. Ernest Fall,
Mrs. Hendon Wright, Miss Andy
DeMyer, Mrs. Gene Hatfield, Mrs.
Paul Boyd, Mrs. Frank Beadles,
Mrs: Clyde Williams, Jr., and
Mrs. James White.
The diner party was held at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Hatfield in Country Club Court.
Summer bouquets featuring red
GIVE MOTHER OR FATHER THE
PRECIOUS GIFT OF HEARING
MAY IS BETTER
HEARING MONTH
Mrs. Nora Larkin, 407
Smith Street, South Fulton,
Tennessee, has worn the
Listener for the post four
years. Says Mrs Larkin
"the Listener enables me to
hear clearly and distinctly
every word of the sermon
when I attend churc h.
Wearing the Listener open-
ed up on entire new wor
ld
of sound to me, so much 
so
that I purchased one for m
y







0t0 nonLi se-t. -
Yee tee see The Illetenoe—ILIVO—
Wedlooldo, oftenbooie of CAI
en WPIID-TV, domolwal
vosolloor ropert.
Engagement Of Lucy Anderson
And Charles Wade Andrews Told
Lucy Anderson
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Anderson of Fultoh announce
the engagement of their only daughter, Miss Lucy Vir-
ginia Anderson, to Charles Wade Andrews of Fulton.
The wedding is scheduled for August 15, in the First
Methodist Church at Fulton.
Miss Anderson attended the
University of Mississippi, where
she is a member of the Delta
Gamma Sorority. She will be
graduated in June from Murray
State College with a Bachelor of
Science in Business Education.
The prospective bridegroom is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
A. Andrews of Fulton. He attend-
ed Murray State College and is a
senior at the University of Ten-
nessee, Pharmacy Branch at
Memphis. He is a member of the
Kappa Psi Pharmaceutical Frater-
nity.
Her maternal 'grandparents are
Mrs. Charles N. Meriwether of
Clinton, Kentucky. and the late
Dr. Charles N. Meriwether of
Campbell, Nebraska Her paternal
grandparents are Mr. Chester W.
Anderson. Sr., and the late Mrs.
Anderson of LaCenter, Kentucky.
His maternal grandparents are
the late Mr. and Mrs. J L. Mott
of Union City, Tennessee. His
paternal grandparents are Mrs C.
L. Andrews and the Me Mr C. L.
Andrews also of Union City.
roses and peonies were predom-
inant throughout the house._ _
-following the dinner, bridge
was enjoyed at six tables and
high scorer for the ladies was
Mrs. Parks Weaks, who was pre-
sented a Fostoria heirloom glass
trap and Rodney Miller was high
for the men. He received an elec-
tric clock. Herbie Hunt of May-
field won the bridge-bingo prize.
Miss Latta wore a lovely polka
dot dress, featuring a scoop neck-
line and full skirt. She wore a
corsage of gardenias, a gift from
the hostesses. a
Out of town guests included—
Mr. and Mrs. William Fossett of
Lexington, Mrs. Bob Jennings of
Donaldson. Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. Taylor Peterson of Ridgely.
Congratulations to Airman First
Class and Mrs. Herbert R. Craig,
who were married in Louisville
at the Parkland Baptist Church
in Louisville,. Saturday at 4
o'clock. The bride is the former
Miss Janice Louise Dew of Ful-
ton. Her mother is Mrs. Leon
Johnson of Louisville and her
father is Lloyd Dew of the vicin-
ity. The groom is the son of 11.4r.
and Mrs. John Craig of Youngs-
town, Ohio.
Mrs. Elsie Provow, South Ful-
ton first grade teacher, who is
retiring after 45 years service as
a teacher, was honored at a re-
ception in the lobby of the South
Fulton gym on Sunday, May 17,
from 2 to 4 p. m.
Mrs. Provow holds the distinc-
tion of being the first teacher
to retire while a member of the
South Fulton faculty.
All of her former students and
parents were invited to attend.
South Fulton P-TA met for the
final meeting of the school year
last Wednesday at the Cafeteria
with the president, Mrs. E K.
Alexander, presiding over the
regular routine of business.
Mrs. R. L Harris was the in-
stalling officer for the installa-
tion of the new officers. They are
—Mrs. Bobby Matthews, presi-
dwit Mrs. Paul Blaylock, vice
president; Mrs. Harry McKinney,
second vice president; Mrs. Oden
Fowler, secretary; Mrs. Alvin
Thorpe, treasurer; Mrs. Hubert
Mullins, historian; Mrs. Hillman
Collier, parliamentarian.
A large crowd was present at
the Evening of Music program,
presented Tuesday evening at the
Woman's Club building by the
-Music Department and the Junior
Music Department of the club,
assisted by Festus Robertson,
Vyron Mitchell, J. C. Sugg, Philip
Jeffress, Joe Johnson, Mike Celli-
ham, Richard Cardwell and David
Daniels.
There were solo and ensemble
numbers, both vocal and instru-
mental, in a variety of musical
arrangements. Mrs. Steve Wiley
was chairman of the program.
ran, a student at Chris-
tian College, appeared in the an-
nual spring Fashion Show Tues-
day (May 12) held in the parlors
of a campus usidence hall.
The moat5 the theme "Key-
notes of Simplicity,- was present-
ed by members of the clothing
construction and tailoring classes.
Students modeled casual, sports
and after-five dresses made in
class.
Miss Fall, a first year student
at the junior coliege for women, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs J.
E. Fall, Jr., 309 Third, Fulton.
The Seventh's Grade Class of
South Fulton enjoyed a party
Friday night at the Park Terrace
dining room. At 6.30 a deluxe
hamburger plate with drink was
served to the boys and girls. Dur-
ing the evening dancing, games
and contests were enjoyed. Mrs.
Mansfield Martin and -Mr7--Ual"
Killebrew are the class sponsors.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Antis Cardwell,
Mr. and Mrs. James Hyland, Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Mansfield, Mrs.
Paul Blaylock, Mrs. Almus Pols-
grove, Mrs. Elmer Liliker and
Mrs. John Colley, room parents,
enjoyed the party with the class.
Approximately seventy-five at-
tended the Ladies Night banquet
of the Fulton Jaycees at the Park
Terrace Saturday evening. Fol-
lowing the delicious buffet-style
Watkins-Insco
Engagement Told
Mrs. Julia Watkins of Martin
announces the marriage of her
daughter, Wanda Faye, to Mr. Joe
Holland Inset), son of Mr. and
Mrs. L D Insco. of Martin
The bride is the granddaughter
of Mr. C. M. Jones of Martin and
Mr. Walter Watkins of Dukedom.
The marriage took place No-
vember 25, 1958 at Evansville,
Ind. The bride was graduate from
Martin High School May 14. She
plans to take a business course.
She was a member of theibasket-
ball team for four years._
Mr. Insco was graduated from
Martin High School in 1957. He
attended UTMB for two years and
is now employed at the Varsity
Theater. He is the grandson of




Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Ingram of
Wingo, Kentucky announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of her sister, Miss
Dorothy Boyd, to S. mmy Haddad.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Haddad.
433 East State Line, Fulton.
The parlor of the Pirst Baptist
Church, Fulton, will be the scene
of the wedding, which 15 to be
an event of June. The date has
not been announced.
dinner, dancing was enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones and
Mrse Hugh Rushton of the Park
Terrace left Sunday afternoon for
Chicago. where they are attend-
ing the National Restaurant Asso-
ciation Convention. They are stay-
ing at the Conrad-Hilton Hotel
and will return home Thursday.
The Nell Hardy W. M. U. of
Crutchfield Bapttst Church met
Thursday night, May 7, for its
regular meeting. It was the
group's seventh birthday and the
seventeen members and two visi-
tors present enjoyed a pot-Tuck
supper.
Following the meal, the hos-
tesses, Mrs. Dolin Myatt and Miss
Narie Moore, presented the pro-
gram, "Praise From the Isles".
Those having parts were lira
Ola Mai Stanley, Mrs. Harry _Fitt-
man, -Mrs. Ira Saddler. and Mrs.
Lewis Patrick.
Mrs. Ira Henderson presided
over a brief business session The
meeting was closed with prayer.
led by Mrs. Lloyd Henderson.
Mr. and Mrs. Molly King and
son, Jimmy, of Fulton, Mr and
Mrs. John McClanahan of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Hargis and
daughter, Lesa, of Calvert City.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Link and
children of Paducah, Route 2. at-
tended a family dinner at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. George
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On East Fourth Street
from DALE CUMMINGS
Mrs. Hancock has been employed at the cafe for
the past five years. Her son. Morris Hancock, form-
er owner of the Hancock Service Station. will be
manager of the Hickory Log.
The cafe will continue to be open each day from
6 a. m. to 12 midnight.
The Hancocks invite all their friends to come by
to see them.
Engagement Of Doris Harris
And Joe Carroll Moss Is Told
Announcement is being 
made
today by Mrs. Guy Harris o
f Mc-
Connell of the engagement 
ana
approaching marriage of 
her
daughter, Doris Dawn Harris, 
to
Joe Carroll Moss. Miss 
Harris is
the daughter of the late Guy 
Har-
ris. Mr. Moss is the on of 
Mrs.
Fredonia Moss and the late 
Oct.
Moss of McConnell.
Grandparents of the bride ar
e
Mr. M. A. Adkinson of Martin,
Route 3, and the late Mrs. Della
Adkinson; also, the late Mr. and
Mrs. Pie ,Harris of the Ruthvitle
Community.
Mr. Moss's grandparents are the
late Mr. and Mrs. James Carroll
of Nashville, and the late -Mr. and
Mrs. Bud Moss of Dresden.
Miss Harris was graduated from
South Fulton High School in 1957
where she received the D. A. R.
Award and was selected as "Most
Popular" and "Best All Around"
in the Who's Who Contest, and
was also an honor student. She is
presently employed by the Sou-
thern Bell Telephone, Company in
Mr. Moss was graduated from
Martin High School in 1951 He
presently employed at the Ameri-
can Metals Company in Unio
City.
A June wedding is planned
Gambill-Morse
Engagement Told
Mr and Mrs, John Gambill of
407 Sawyer in South Fulto
n are
lifinouneingy, the engagement 'of
their daughter, Edith Gambill. in
,Henry E. Moore of Clifton. Ariz
.
The wedding has been set for
June 2 at 7 p. m. in the chapel
of the College Church of Christ in
Abilene, Texas,
Miss Gambill is a 11141 graduate
of South Fulton High School. Site
-
was graduated from Abilene
Christian. College in 1958 and •
now a teacher in Dyess, Elemer-
tary School in Abilene. Moore Ls
engaged in ranching near Clifton.
reed tne Classified Ads




She Invites All Her Friends
To Call On Her.
Mozelle's Beauty Shop
70 VANCIL STREET PHONE 278
LAST TIMES TODAY
JUDY GARLAND in
"A STAB IS BORN"
• FRIDAY AND SATURDAY •
MIGHTEST DOUBLE BILL in the UNIVERSE!!
SEE
The First Manned
Statellites Battle for the
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Engagement Of Carolyn Collier
To Alton Richard Thomas Told
Mr and Mrs. Hillman Collier
of Fulton, announce the engage-
ment of their daughter, Carolyn,
to Alton Richard Thomas, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thomas of
West Point, Maine.
Miss Collier is the granddaugh-
ter of Mr, and Mrs. C. J. Bower
of Fulton and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Collier of Fulton.
She graduated from South Ful-
ton High School and is a senior
at Lambuth College in Jackson,
Tenn.
Mr. Thomas graduated from
Morse High School in Maine and
is an English- major at Murray
State College. He served four
years in the U. S. Navy.
A quiet home wedding will be
solemnized on June 6.
Cooley-Thomas
Wedding Announced
On -April 12, in a quiet cere-
mony in Evansville, Indiantr;-- Miss
Norma Gail Cooley, and Dickie
Thomas exchanged married vows
before Justice of the Peace, U. S.
Sanders.
Their only attendants were
Miss Kay Johnson and Royce Mc-
Kelvey.
Mrs. Thomas is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Tillman Cooley of
Holmes street, South Fulton,
Tenn., and is a 1959 graduate of
South Fulton High School. -
Mr. Thomas is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Thomas of Coving-
ton Addition, South Fulton and is
a 1958 graduate of South Fulton
High School.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas are mak-
ing their home in South Fulton.
SUMERS STROKE
Horace Luther of Mayfield, an
uncle of Oulda Jewell of Fulton,
suffered a severe stroke Friday
night. He is a patient :at the
Fuller-Morgan Hospital in May-
field. -
UR BEGAN IN 18415
The institution known as the
University of Kentucky came into
existence Feb. 22, 1865, when the
General Assembly chartered the
Agricultural and Mechanical Col-
lege. and made it pan of the older
Kentucky University, now 'Trans-
ylvania College.
FACULTY HONORED AT UK
Ten faculty members at the
University of Kentucky hold the
title of "Distinguished Professor"
In recognition of notable service
in teaching or research and in
recognition of outstanding schol-
arship or creative ability in a
particular field.
Several Now—
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Bell, Mrs James Meacham; Cala-
mity Jane. Mrs Louise Bucking-
ham; Main Stay, Mrs. Eugene
Hoodenpyle
Charter No 25—Business and
Professi.onalWomen—"Busy
Belles": High Bustle, Obera John-
son; Susy Quill, Dorothy Boyd;
Silver Bell, Mozelle Green; Cala-
mity Jane, Montelle Tripp; Main
Stay, Gertrude Murphy.
Charter No. 26— Newcomers to
Fulton "New Belles" High
Bustle. Mrs Connie Pawlukiewicz
(Ferry-Morse); Susy Quill, Mrs.
Ruth Greene (Ferry-Morse); Sil-
ver Bell, Mrs, Dottie Morgan
(Ferry-Morse); Calamity Jane.
Mrs. Loa Veneklasen (Ferry-
Morse): Main Stay, Mrs. Dorothy
H el mbrecht (Swift's Cheese
Plant).
Charter No. 27--Fulton-Hick-
man County Medical Auxiliary—
"Doctor's Belles": High Bustle,
Mrs. J. A. Poe; Susy Quill, Mrs.
Robert McCain; Silver Bell, Mrs.
J. C. Hancock; Calamity Jane,
Mrs. E. F. Crocker; Main Stay,
Mrs. M. W. Blankenship.
Charter No. 28—Fulton Profes-
sional Hairdressers—"Professional
Beauty Belles": High Bustle,
Georgia Hughes; Susy Quill,
Olene Fields; Silver Bell, Nina
McKinney; Calamity Jane, Mo-
zelle Stem; Main Stay, Sara
Campbell.
Charter No. 29--Fulton Country
Club—"Deuces and Dubbers":
High Bustle, Margaret Hall; Susy
Quill. Connie Pawlukiewicz; Sil-
ver Bell, Betty Henson; Calamity
Jane, Elizabeth Joyner; Main
Stays, Betty Lou Thomas and
Betty Jean Vowel!.
Charter No. 30—Jack Benny
Birthday Club—"The Thirty-Nine
Belles": High Bustle, Gladys
Simpson; Susy Quill, Mozelle
Green; Silver Bell, Lola Latta;
Calamity Jane. Hallie Glover;
Main Stay, Jewel Adams.
Charter No. 31—Henry I. Siegel
Company—"H. I. S. Belles": High
Bustle, Ruth Blaylock; Susy Quill,
Bessie Gilbert; Silver Bell, Della
Johnson; Calamity Jane, Dorothy
Peerey; Main Stay, Loris Huffine.
Charter No. 32—South Fulton
Teen-Agers--"Tennessee Teen
Belles": High Bustle, Martha
Weeks; Susy Quill, Jerilyn Col,-
ley; Silver Bell, Nancy Holland;
Calamity Jane, Hazel Grissom;
Main Stay, Linda Rogers.
Charter No. 33—Pierce-Harris
Club—"Pierce-Harris Belle s":
High Bustle, Golden Hackett;
Susy Quill, Leola Mayberry; Sil-
ver Bell, Mrs. Robert Masco;
Calamity Jane, Mrs. John Smith;
Main Stay, Mrs. Marl Thorpe.
Charter No. 34—Fulton Wom-
an's Club—"Libby Belles": High
Bustle, Mary Nelle Wright; Susy
Quill, Lily Winston; Silver Bell.
Grace Thacker; Calamity Jane,




Charter No. 3—Girl Scout
Troop No. 7—"Brownette Belles":
High Bustle. Rita Adams; Susy
Quill, Marianne Crider; Silver
Bell, Debbie Wheeler; Calamity
Jane, Debby Carver; Main Stay,
Pat Elliott.
Charter No. 4—Girl Scout
Troop No. 53-- -"'The Dumb
Belles": High Bustle, Betty Ben-
nett; Suss. Quill, Carolyn Fly;
Silver Bell, - Camille. Roman;
Calamity Jane, Diane Binford;
Main Stay. Sandra Cash.
Charter No. 5—Gray's South
Fulton Fourth Grade—"Giggle
Belles": High Bustle, Brenda
Clinard; Susy Quill, Patsy John-
son; Silver Bell, Joyce Brown;
Calamity Jane, Paula Howard;
Main Stay, Sheila Lowry.
Charter No. 6—Girl Scout
Troop No. 63—"Belles of 63":
High Bustle. Carolinda Hales;
Susy Quill, Ann Matheny; Silver
Bell, Annie Lee Green; Calamity
Jane, Nancy Sisson; Main Stay,
Sheri Lou Elliott.
Charter No. 7—Girl Scout
Troop No. 16—"Little Brown
Belles": High Bustle, Janice E.
Bell; Susy Quill, Sandra Harris;
Silver Bell, Patricia Holladay;
Calamity Jane, Kathie Jo King;
Main Stay, Vickie Adams.
Charter No. 8—Bradshaw's
Routh Fulton Fourth Grade—
"Little Lady Belles"- High Bustle,
A letha Tegethoff; Susy Quill,
Peggy Sturgis; Silver Bell. Chris-
tina McKinney: Calamity Jane,
Linda Grissom; Main Stay. Nancy
Moss.
Charter No. 9—South Fulton
Junior Teens—"Tennessee Jr.
Teen Belles": High Bustle, Linda
Thorpe; Susy Quill, Phyllis
Bynum; Silver Bell. Joan Fuller;
Calamity Jane, Patricia Lowe;
Main Stay, Judy Maynard.
"JUNIOR
BROTHERS CHAPTERS"
Charter No. 3—Cub Scout Den
No. 8—"Brothers of the Blue":
Main Brush, Mike McClure; Writ-
ing Brush, Danny Clayton; Money
Brush, Steve Glover; Star Brush,
Charles Walker, Jr.; Big Brush,
Paul McClay.
Charter No. 4—Gray's South
Fulton Fourth Grade "Rowdy
Brothers of the Brush": Main
Brush, Mike Butts, Writing
Brush, Donnie Ramsey; Money
Brush, James Counce; Star
Brush, Phillip Stevens; Big
Brush, Umphrey McKendree.
Charter No. 5—East and South-
side Boys—"Ken-Tenn F i ft y-
Niners": Main Brush, Terry Wil-
lingham; Writing Brush, Stuart
Voelpel; Money Brush, Greg Wil-
liamson; Star Brush, Phillip Cun-
ningham; Big Brushes, Robert
Lee, Steve Helmbrecht, and
Glenn Exum.
C h a rt e r No. 6—Bradshaw's
South Fulton Fourth Grade—
"Little Shavers": Main Brush,
Charles Pennington; W niting
Brush, John Campbell; Money
Brush, Guy Sutton; Star Brush,
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his campaign instead of seeking
to destroy the character and
reputation of a fellow publisher
who believes in freedom of
speech, religion, and the press.
And who most of all believes
that this is America where to
vote one's convictions is a sacred
trust.
If! were a person of less vision
and understanding I would be-
lieve I had committed some cri-
minal act after reading the un-
called for, unfair, unethical per-
sonal attacks that have been made
upon me. Two weeks ago Erl
Sensing devoted his entire column
to criticize me, my motives, my
family, my friends, my com-
munity activities, my personal
looks, even my wearing apparel.
It was such a disgraceful display
of skid-row journalism that one
of Harry Lee's closest friends
called and apologized to me for
the article. I appreciated their
sincere interest but we both
agreed that considering the source
it was about par for the course.
Another newspaper, by infer-
ence accused me of neglecting my
business and my community to
work in a political campaign.
That I resented, not as a personal
act, but because it cast aspersions
on some oi/f the finest people in
Fulton who are working diligent-
ly to maintain our public service
and advertising programs at
WFUL because they know the
sincerity of my efforts. They
know that the six months I have
devoted to this campaign are not
for the glory and edification of
one Jo Westpheling, but because
they know that if .Bert Combs
and Wilson Wyatt are elected I
will continue to devote my every
effort for progress for the area
that we serve. --You- know those
people at WFUL. They're fine and
wonderful and It was only after
we felt that my state-wide acti-
vities would not hinder the public
service program of the station did
I and they make the decision that
I should accept the job.
Happily, and gratefully, busi-
ness is good at WFUL.
I have one more week of travel-
ling before the end of the cam-
paign and then I'll be back home
to work side by side with you for
many years to come. I only ask
that you believe in me enough
to disregard these rumors, these
accusations, these untruths that
3 rc being circulated. While many
of you have disagreed with me
many times, I hardly think there
is one among you who will doubt
my loyalty, my devotion and my
intense desire to work with you
to make—our communities a bet-
ter place in which to live. Mine
and Paul's performances in the
past, can at best, only reflect our





Kill pests and insects as
you fertilize—the newest







Alm available: HEAVEN Hill Kentucky
Straight Bourbon, 6 year, 90 proof.
HEAVEN HILL D151111E813. INC ,







Fun Cut Or Boneless Bottom Porterhouse, Cube
ROUND Or Sirloin
lb. 89c lb. 99c
Thick Sliced Baco
Super-Right
It Ranch style 
Super-RightSkinless Wieners Reg, Or King-Size 
Industr ial—
Continued from Page One
petition in Dearborn, Michigan,
where the Ford Motor Company
insures and pays freight, one-way,
for the boy's project. The Ford
Motor Company also furnishes
pins and certificates for the local
exhibit.
Gold pins will be given for 1st
and 2nd,place winners, and certi-
ficates will be given for 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd places. Also, Mr. Robert-
son is awarding a gold pin for
the best design in any division.
A few of the local boys and
their projects are: Charles Sisson,
a senior and a shop student for
four years, making a pair of beati-
tiful walnut twin beds; Johnny
Jones, also a senior and a shop
student for four years, bulding a
chest of drawers of walnut; Roy
Morrow, a junior, constructing a
full size cedar chest; and Jerry
House, another junior, making a
coffee table Of wild cherry.
The Industrial Arts Building
will be open to the public from
6:30 p. m. until 10:00 p. m. Every-
one is invited.
Nethery—
Contfigued from Page One
nial.
Ward Johnson gave a report of
the Electric Plant Board mem-
bers' trip to Washington, D. C. lp.-a
week, concerning the TVA
"freeze" and he stated that Sen-
ator Cooper believes that Fulton
has a good case to be exempted
from the freeze. The council
OKed a return trip to Washing-
ton for the group, when they are
called to appear before the
Senate. (The Electric Plant Board
met Tuesday night to make plans
for the return trip.)
Billy Hagan, a member of the
Volunteer Fire Department, pre-
sented a petition signed by mem-
bers of the Fire Department, ask-
ing the council to have at least
12 volunteer firemen (at the last
meeting -The council voted to cut
the department from 12 to 10);
to increase the pay of firemen to
$5.00 each country fire, $5.00 for
each fire when the 21/2 inch hose
is used; and $3.50 for all other
fires. The council turned the mat-
ter over to a committee for con-
sideration.
The council adjourned subject
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FOR TH1 BOST PICKLES
SPEAS
APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED
VINEGARS
BEETS • CUCUMBERS • ONIONS
Shop Any Day- You'll Agree-Just Can't Beat A 6. P




Frying Chickens U.S 
Government CL:tsUs: rbo.ie29.
Hens FRESH DRESSED lb. 29c
Ocean Perch Fillets Frozen ) Lb 33°





A&P CHUNK STYLI LOWEST A&P COFFEE PRICES IN 10 YEARSI
Pineapple  2co_AoNz. 29g Eight 0 Clock(.* B.•)'$1 Bag
S-Lb. C30
Del Monte "*"*"" brink ritnite 
411-0: 29$
Can VAll Pickles t'oc":....  ) to: 2.5C
Fruit Cocktail 7:1:r. 39'
Blackberties 694
Pie Crust Mix 10°
Beverages (Plus Sot. Dep.)
Yukon Club 3 24-0z.
lots. 29°
JUST REDUCED'
29-0s.Dal Monte Pear Halves Can 45c
DelMont 16-0s.e Whole Beets2 Cana 29c
Del Monte Peas trr'dY 2 16-0x.Cana 35c
Del Monte Catsup 2 14-0z.Bottle 37c
dexo Shortening
A&P's Own










_ Ter Sweet Creamery 
Lb. 3 chi/en





















Wesson Oil pt. 290 550
Waldorf Tissue 4 350



































Reg.Lemon or Pineapple Pie 494)
Spanish Bar Cake Reg 37c... Ea.







 Tea Kettle 211:: 1.99
OUR OWN TEA
64 ct Tea Bags
1 lb. 89c
49c
A&P Music Bargain-16 HI-Fl 33 R.P.M. Long
Play-Records Record No. 1 13c )
Records 2 Theu 13. 1 •33 Ea. ( With 2.50 Purchase .2
Tidy Home Sandwich Bags 2 49c
11111 MAI aflame a mos pa maim%






I was by Fulton Hospital one
day recently and saw Katie
Brown and another high school
miss all dressed out in white
nurse's aide uniforms. Katie was
taking care of a baby. Was in a
rush at the time so didn't stop
for a chat, but I took for granted
these young ladies were members
of the nurse's aide group of high
school girls, Jean McMaster has
organized.
Recently, Jean mentioned her
group of girls and promised to
give us a story, but we both have
been so busy, we haven't gotten
together on it, as yet.
That Jean LeMaster, a register-
ed nurse at Fulton Hospital and
art apprentice funeral director at
the HornbeaY Funeral Home, is
quite the gal! (Her husband is
Frank LeMaster, new co-owner of
litlINYUCKY STRAW?
SOURSON MUSEUM
the funeral home 1
Jean is so talented and takes
such an interest in things. She is
not only a registered nurse and
apprentice funeral director, she
also sings and plays the piano
well. She has been active in the
organization of the new Business
and Professional Women's Club
here and is serving as correspond-
ing secretary and chairman of the
News Service committee.
The way I met her is quite
funny. I take death notices from
her husband on the phone all
the time, but I had never met
Jean. When we had that first
B&PW meeting out at the Park
Terrace, I told Frank that his
wife was invited. She got to the
meeting ahead of me, and not
knowing who she was, when I
introduced the Fulton women to
the Mayfield group, I failed to in-
"Where Perfection of Product is Tradition"
GLENMORE DISTILLERIES CO., LoulavHle, Hy.
troduce her, thinking she wes
them.
After some time, Jean, who was
sitting next to me, said, "You
forgot to introduce me" I was
puzzled. I didn't know who she
was and was embarrassed
Finally, she laughed and intro-
duced herself.
Jean is an attractive young
lady, with a wonderful person-
ality, and we all like her just
fine!
Have you driven by the Ferry-
Morse Seed Co. plant and noticed
the big new water tank7 Its a
bright orange with sort of a round
ball at the top. Says Hatry Barry.
"It looks like its about to bloom."
Mr. Barry, local sanitarian, wir
in the office last Thursday and
said that the annual mosquito
spraying had gotten underway
here. He said he thought the City
of Fulton was planning to buy a
new fog machine to be used in
this project.
You know, I used to think that
I knew everyone in town. I cer-
tainly can't say that now! I've
never seen so many new faces
around.
To our newcomers to town, we
would like to extend to you a
cordial invitation to drop by the
News office on Commercial
Avenue and Radio Station WFUL
on the Middle Road out west of
town, at any time. Stop by, tell
us who you are, and we might do
a little writeup on you for the
paper, or maybe you can be in-
terviewed on the radio. That
should be fun.
Things have really been buz-
zing lately. Never saw so many
places to go and so many meetings
to attend! As Mr. Barry says,
"That's the way it goes when
your town begins to grow." Don't
get us wrong. We're not complain-
ing—just commenting.
Fulton really made the pages
of the latest issue of the Illinois
Central Magazine. There was a
story, accompanied by a picture,
of the Clothes Bank drive in Ful-
ton. There was also a page feature
with pictures of Hardy Cheatham,
retired Carman, written by Mary
Alice Coleman. Accompanying
Mary Alice's regular column was
a picture showing Engineer G.
D. Robertson, receiving a bag as
a retirement gift from fellow
workers. Shown with him are
General Foreman M. M. Matlock
and Electrician L. L. Carter.
W. W. Coulter, painter, car de-.
partment, recently was re-elected
as president of the Illinois Cen-
tral Ernployes Service Club at
Fulton, for the seventh consecu-
tive year
Fishing, bathing and picnick-
ing—Stephens Lake. which is lo-
cated eight miles north of Fulton
just off Highway 307, held its
grand-opening Sunday.
The 30-acre lake, which is sup-
ported by springs, was opened by
Mrs. Melvin Stephens.
The lake has all the facilities
for fishing, swimming and pic-
nicking.
The five-year-old lake has a
one-acre graveled beach which
will open on Sunday, Qualified
lifeguards will be on duty at the
beach.
Boats can be rented or you
can bring your own boat for fish-
ing or just idle cruising about
the scenic lake.
Picnic tables and sheds are also
on the lake site.
Other picnic and fishing sup-
plies are also available at the
lake.
Wish JIM PRYOR
essitsiesei Agoot. XXII011 crested isikesi
SILAGE—MOST FOR YOUR
MONEY
The recent trend toward grass-
land farming has caused an up-
surge in interest among livestock
farmers to build more silos. This
is the hest way known today for
livestock farmers to preserve a
succulent feed for his cattle
throughout the year. There have
been many new problems as a re-
sult of such interest. Years ago,
labor did not seem to be counted
as a problem. For that reason.
mechanical equipment such as
the field harvester, silo unloader,
etc., were little known.
With the advent of a few day
when labor has come to be one of
the big items in farming, our
equipment manufacturers a n d
other teaseraChers have helped to
solve our problems. Today, we are
offered a variety of equipment
that will not only relieve farm-
ers of much hard labor but at the
same time a much higher quality
of silage can be made.
It is now a known fact that
when silage is wilted in the field
before it is chopped and placed in
the silo that it is much more val-
uable from a nutritive stand-
point. Wilting green materials un-
til it contains from 60 to 70 per-
enct moisture greatly reduces
the see page from silage when
cut direct and placed in the silo.
It has been found that as much
as 10 percent of the total dry
matter placed in the silo has been
lost in the form of soluble nutri-
nts. Estimate,: from authorities
say that this loss will amount to
from 12 to 15 percent of the total
digestible nutrients ensiled. This
alone, makes one believe that it
pay when silage is prepared in
the wilted stage.
The ensiling of high protein,
high moisture grasses and le-
gumes by the direct cut method
requires adding silage preserva-
tives in order to abtain a desir-
able fermentation and a palat-
able silage. There are several
such preservatives on the market
today that have proven to be sat-,
ILast Week)
Mr and Mrs. Charlie Sloan and
Me and Mrs William Eiloan and
,on. Mac, were last Sunny guests
of Mr and Mrs Charle- A S oan
and family in Coringtan. Tenn.
Mrs Jim Ammon,. Mrs Mae
Wall, Miss Sue•Aarnnons and Scott
A ni M0118 spent the we,Acencl in
Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Roberr Lowery
and daughter of St. Louis are
spending their vacation with re-
latives and friends here.
Mrs. Ernest 5ubbIefLt'lti rend
son of Union City, Sile.4 Louise
Pethe of Hickman. Mrs. William
Sloan of Fulton were last Wed-
needay guests of Mr. and Mrs
Charlie Sloan
lvelas Mary Ann Simpsor of
Murray spent the weekend with
her parents, Mr Inc. IVIis A
Simpson. -
Charles A Burns If Huntsville.
Ala. spent the weekend with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Bums.
Sunday dinner guests of Mrs.
Daisie Bondurant and Clarke
were the Rev. and Mr' James T
Wooten of McKenzie Tenn.. Mr
and Mrs. C. N. Wilmette and 1r
and Mrs. Malcolm Iruniue
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson '9ef
Tuesday for several weeks' vialt
with their children Mr. and Mrs
Jack Levine of Ctecaco, Mr. and
Mrs. Billie Simpson in Flint
Mich.. and Mr. and Mrs. Hcward
Sloan of Muschogon, Mich.
Billie Fleming of St. Louis, Mo
visited friends h.rt during the
weekend
The Division of Foods and
Drugs of the Kentucky State De-
partment of Health issued a warn-
ing today against the use of wet-
ting solutions and cleansers for
contact lenses sold by Barnes
Hind a manufacturer of Sunny.
dale. California. The solutions
may be dangerous because of
presence of live bacteria. The use
of such unsterile cleansers and
wetting solutions could, under
certain conditions, cause blind-
ness for the contact leas user.
isfactory and they can usually be
found at the local feed store, or
equipment manufacturer a n d
such places that handle farm
products.
According to Down Z Claud,
Gardner. the Aa-ociate in Arta
degree will be conferred on Jerry
Mack Canince try Freed-Hartiernan
College, Henderson, Tennessee, on
June 4 Jerry Is the son of Mr
and Mrs. Dyer Ccunce.
He ha.s majored in Music The
Barralatu-eate Service will be con-
ducted at the Henderson Church
of Christ at 1000 a. m. with the
sermon being delivered by Wil-
liam Woodson, minister of the
East Tupelo Church s of Chrst. East
Tupelo. Mississippi. The Com-
mencement Address will be given
at 2:00 p in by Dr A. I) Holt,
Vice-President. University of
Teinanse. Knoxville,' Tennessee.
Ninety-three student, are in the
graduatng class of 1969.
Association To
Have Annual Banquet
The Wingo High School Alumni
Association will hold its annual
banquet Wednesday, May 20th,
at 7.30 p. m.
The guest speaker for the even-
ing will be Mrs. Fran Finks.
If you have failed to receive
an invitation please make your
reservations with Neville Mays or
Thomas Mullins oti or before May
15th.
All alumni members and their
guest are in% iteci to attcrid.
Sixey-eight of the k5 Ketxtucky
Derby whiners were foaled .in
Kentucky. The Ig.9 winner, Tomy
Lee. was only the second fortes/1i-
foaled horse to win. The other
was Omar Khayyam in 1917.
SUPERB YIELDER











Mon Fannon Plant 
DEICALS Hybrid
Sorghum Than Any 
Oiher Brawl .. • _
BURETTE TRACTOR COMPANY
117 1. 411i 1111. Rattan, Ky.
Get inside the clean
winged beauty of Buick'59
Along will, the most talked about
style on the rood today goes per-
formance new even to owners of
previous Nicks and too great
for you to miss.
Buick '59 is livelier yet smoother,
more powerful yet thriftier, as any
previous Buick owner will tell you.
And credit goes to the turbine
smoothness of Buick transmissions,
plus the new responsiveness of
Buick "Wildcat" engines.
At the wheel, too, you'll find new
handling ease and finned-brake
sureness that owners put high on
Welds Dale Robertson is Taiga of Wells Fargo on NBC-TV Monday Ntglas
their "most liked" list.
But that's far from all these
owners tell us. They talk about
new operating economy from the
most efficient power plant on the
road today. About quality of fin-
ish and detail, and of quietness
that even beats the best of Buick
heretofore. They speak of reliabil-
ity.. . and they speak of the pure
pleasure of owning a Buick '59...
in ways that warm the heart.
But the best spokesman for
Buick '59—and what it can do for
you—is a Buick itself. Why not go
to your Buick dealer and get the
inside story, today?
TO OWNICRS OP CARS IN
LOW-CRITIC° 3" . . . You'll be surprised
how easily you can own a Buick LeSabre
inetead/ Be sure to ask your Buick Dealer
about 'TIM MOST IMPORTANT 
$200
IN TIIIC ACTTOM0RIL1 WORLD'
DISCOVER FOR YOURSELF WHY 190,000 FAMILIES HAVE
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A $21,000 damage suit was fil.
ed in the Fulton Circuit Court
Clerk's office at Hickman Friday
against the City of Fulton, County
of Fulton, Maryland Casualty
Company. Carrni Page, Hassell
Williams and Billy Westmoreland.
Roman Harris, Negro known as
Roman Harris Bennett, Jr., filed
the suit, charging that by virtue
of their said offices as police and
deputy sheriff forcibly and un-
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lawfully severely beat and bruis-
ed this plaintiff about his head
and body, used abusive language
to this plaintiff and unlawfully
arrested him without a wariant,
imprisoned him in the city lock-
up, and refused to give him medi-
cal aid for wounds and bruises
inflicted by them; and without a
warrant or process of any court
incarcerated him in said lock-up
of said city for a period of eight
hours without and against the
will and consent of said plaintiff.
Harris was arrested by Wil-
liams, Page and Westmoreland on
March 17, 1959. Williams and
Page are city police officers and
Westmoreland is a Fulton county
deputy sheriff.
James Warren, city attorney,
FULTON BUILDING & LOAN ASS'N
Main Street Fulton, Ky.
FAREWELL, Bon Voyage, Good Luck. and All that sort of thing.
That may not be EXACTLY ultat is being said but it very well
could be. Richard Cardwell is President of the 1958-59 Senior Class;
Mr. Holland is Superintendent of Schools, -Once again another clan
Is leaving home and once again Mr. Hotland must bid his charges
"Adieu."
and Wood Tipton, county attor- Louis McHenry and Walter
ney, will represent the City of Robinson, of Hopkinsville will





Complete builders' service; free estimates
No money down; up to 3 years to pay
NAMED FOR COLONEL
Johnson County was named for
FULTON ROOFING & INSULATION CO.
Roofing and Siding our Specialty
College St. South Fulton Phone 557
MEMBER: "Home Improvement Council"
Bonded Built-Up Roofing Our Specialty
(Commercial, flat roofs
Yes ! We do all kinds of waterproofing
on basement walls, etc, etc. Call us.
In our new location  114 Plain Street
Doran Colley, Owner
Interior remodeling New construction
Kitchen remodeling
We do all kinds of custom cabinet work
Make your Home Improvement $$ go further - - -
Johns-Manville Spintex blowing wool
Ruberoid asphalt shingles Johns-Manville insulated siding
Anderson storm doors and windows
Benjamin Moore Paint Seabrook Wallpaper
• * Choice selection of Wallpaper
•• SUPER KEM-TONE paint
• • MARTIN SENOUR outside plaint
and inside paints including flat
enamel, medium gloss and enamels.
EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
FULTON PAINT & GLASS COMPANY
210 Church Street Fulton, Kentucky
Col. Rchard H. Johnson, slayer
of the Indian Chief Tecuembeh.
The Ohio and Niis,u,sippi Rivers





QUILL AND SCROLL OFFICERS. These are the newly elected
officers of the Fulton High chapter of the Quill and Scroll. Secretary-
Treasurer, Jean Burnette; Program Co-Chairmen, Roland Carter
and Martha Herring; Vice-President, Wayne Anderson; President
Carol McNeilly.
An old rule among Kentucky
pioneers when Pgriting Incians
Fallon Hardware & Faro. Co.
208 Lake Street Telephone 1
Complete General Electric kitchen
modernization
Mohawk Rugs and wall-to-wall
carpeting
Air conditioning for home and office
Page 8, The Fulton News, Thursday, May 14, 1959
CLASSIFIED ADS
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's








Farm and town Property
with the
Fulton Real Estate Co.
See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL_
203 Main St. Phone 5
IF YOU NEED a good used car,
Taylor Chevrolet-Buick h a $
them! See Ellis, Harold, Barney
or Dan today.
FOR THE BEST Deal tin Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
See James 0. Butts at The
Harvey Caldwell Co.,
DRIVE-IN _Office Outfitters,
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment
FOR SALE: Three-bedroom brick
veneer house, located 1/2-block
from South Fulton school. Gas
heat, utility room, basement,
large garage, fenced back yard;
lot 100x150. W. C. Forrester,
phone 1748.
MEN'S RED WING work shoes
and summer boots $5.95 to
$19.95. Free can of leather pre-
server with each pair bought at









NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Mac-
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Com-
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Out-
fitters, Phone 674.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $139.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
' WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes Modern equipment,
experienced workmen. Write
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,
Fulton. Ky
WHITE OAK timber v-anted: we
buy white oak standing timber;
custom stave and heading bolts.
Contact us for prices and speci-
fieations. National Distillers
I-roducts Co.; Box 85, Wingo,
Ky.
VOTERS-Voters-Voters: Vote for
Robert N. Cleveland for Com-
missioner of Agriculture. "The
Farmers' Choice." A farmer, a
director of his home town bank,
12 years experience in conser-
vation, a sober and energetic
gentleman that understands our
problems. Farmers' Committee
for Robert N. Cleveland.
SAVE MONEVI...
Buy Auto Insurance cis
Our 3-PAY PLAN
to% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few min-
utes, and coverage is effec-
tive immediately.
Wick Smith Agency
























Next to the City Hall
(All Gifts Gift-Wrapped)
I AM NOW representing the
Greenfield Monument Works
and will appreciate the opor-
tunity to show you our beauti-
ful line of memorials. Tom
Hales, Fulton; phone 124.
Give YOUR home a
LIFT FOR LIFE with a
YORK HEAT PUMP
One compact unit heats and cools
automatically, using only outside
air and electricity. Heats without
fire, fumes or smoke; needs no
floor space. 40 other great ad-
vantages!
SPECIALIZED SERVICE





Phone TU 59404 Union City
(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP .nd 45 rpm
Mail orders—Snecial orders
WANTED: Registered Nurse with
operating room experiene e.
$300.00 per month, room and
board, and laundry. Apply in







Authorized Motorola and RCA
Service; we repair all makes.
& W Appliances
(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)
215 Main Phone 126
Fulton, Ky.
NOW HEAR THIS—Hearing Aid
Glasses $195.00 with one year
guarantee, hearing aids rented
$1.00 week, Phone HE 5-4500 or
write Telex Hearing Center,
Lynn Grove, Ks.
FOR SALE—Strawberries 10c a
quart. you pick and furnish
containers Jack Everett, 51









FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric floor polish-
er and electric vacutfin clean-
ers. Exehange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street
DOUGLES and Kingston dress
oxfords for men in price range
of $5.95 to $10.95. Work shoes
or boots in variety. Try your
next pair from Edwards, speci-
alist in male wear. Closed
Thursday afternoons. The Ed-




Fingertip push-button and ther-
mostat control—chrome guard—
quiet performance—cools up to






Central Ave. Phone 399
TV ANTENNAS: We install—
trade—repair and move. Get
our prices. We serNice all makes
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television







Phone 103 Fulton, Ky.
PICK YOUR OWN strawberries
In your containers; 10c a quart








Advises you on love, marriage
and business affairs. Answers
all questions. Need HELP? Call
Sister Ann, the Indian healer
and advisor.
•
Located on HWY. 51
SOUTH OF DYERSBURG
Phone AT-5-9928
Watch for the Big Indian
Head Sign
OPEN 8 A. M.-10 P. M. DAILY
AND SUNDAY
FOR SALE
New 3 bedroom home in Con-
naughton Sub-Division. A good
buy at $10,250.
In Highlands, a nice home
at reasonable price
On Taylor Street in South
Fulton: A good home at a low
cost.
3 new homes in Oliver Sub-
Division.
--







On Reed Street, $1,000.00 down
and assume G. I. 4% Loan.
Brick Veener dwelling, 2 bed-
rooms, storm doors and win-
dows, nice large yard with
room for garden. Your pay-
ment includes insurance and
taxes.
JOHN NO()NAN HOME in
Connaughton—Arnold Sub-di-
vbdon. 3 Bedroom Brick Veen-
er, Bath and One Half, Storm
Doors, Windows, Carport, Con-
crete Driveway.
Shown Night or Day.
Price $11,500.
Wick Smith Agency




Jack Henderson, Fulton painter,
was severely cut about the
stomach and neck, in a roadside
brawl out on the Martin Highway
in front of Jolley's Fruit Stand
Sunday night at 9:30, according
to Constable James Adams of
South Fulton.
Henderson, who is a patient in
Fulton Hospital, and Bobby Byrd,
got into a fight after an argument
which started at 4:30 p. m.
According to Byrd, he cut Hen-
derson after Henderson knocked
him down and drew back to hit
him with a beer bottle.
With the two men were Ruth
When it's
Real Estate in Fulton
—.- see —
CHARLES W. BURROW




—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times
Water Valley; Mrs. W. 0. Crocker,
HOSPITAL NEWS Jackson; Mrs Claud Lee, Martin;Idela Holder, Hickman.
The following were patients in
the local hospitals Wednesday
morning, May 13.
Hillview Hospital:
Kathy Fulcher, Neil Chnard,
David Winfrey, Mary Jewell
Smith, Iola Garmon, all of Ful-
ton; Mrs. Hamp Williams, Duke-
dom; Mrs. Clyde Sadler Martin;
Jim Ross, Cayce; E. C. Killebrew,
Union City; Mrs Ira Raines,
Henderson, Modelle Byrd and
Kenneth Crawford.
With the exception of Header-
son, all were arrested and earned
to the Obion County Jail at
Union City Sunday night by Con-
stable James Adams.
Byrd was charged with assault
and battery, while the two women
and Crawford were charged with
disorderly conduct.
Byrd, formerly of Fulton, and
his wife, Modelle, were visiting
his parents at Wingo. Their pres-
ent home is Phoenix, Ariz. Craw-
ford and his sister, Ruth Hender-
son, are from Wingo. The Hender-
son woman is Jack Henderson's
ex-wife.
The group will appear before
the Obion County Grand Jury
now in session at Union City,
when Jack Hederson is able to
leave Fulton Hospital.
Fulton Hospital:
Rudell Johns, Water Valley;
Mrs. 011ie Puckett, Wingo; Mrs.
James Kimbell, Wingo; M. B.
Shaw, Hickman; Mrs. R. E.
Browder, Nashville; Guy Farmer,
Hickman; Will Speed, Mrs. Mike
Fry, Ed Bennett, Mrs. Etheline
Thompson, W D. Holloway, Sr
John Goodwin, Mrs. Ed Willing-
ham. Mrs. Bill Elliott, Infant
Vaughan baby, J. W. Harrison,
Mrs. Minnie Hogg, Carl Kindred.
011ie Thomas, Mrs. Floyce Harris,
Jack Henderson, Neil Looney,
Mrs. V. J. Voegli, Mrs. Raymond
Brockwell, all of Fulton.
Jones Hospital:
Mrs. Nora Alexander, West
State Line, Mrs. J. A. Colley, 0.
N. Pigue, Mrs. Sally Nannie,
Johnny Brundlge and baby; Mrs.
Billy B. Stevenson and baby, Mrs.
Jack Boulton, Mrs. W. D. Yatt s,
Brnce Henderson, Mrs. Roy
Fields, Susan Warren, Mrs. Otto
Bradley, Mrs. Joe Gates, Mrs. G.
M. Polsgrove, all of Fulton; Mrs.
James F. Sims, Newton, Ill.; Mrs.
Clem Atwill, Sr., Crutchfield.
DECORATION DAY SUNDAY
Sunday will be Decoration Day
at Boaz Chapel, with services and
communion day and dinner on the
ground.
LUMBERMEN MEET
The Lumbermen's Club met in
iuncheon-meeting Wednesday
at noon at the Terrace Room of








Kraft Dinn•r give• you
tender macaroni, creamy
with golden cheese goodness!
Easy and quick to fix "as is."
Dr combine it with oth•r






is also available now at fourteen different locations conveniently
located around Fulton.
"All the local news of Fulton and its
trade area neatly summed up in one
big paper each week."
This week and every week, THE

















DON'T MISS AN ISSUE - - - "if it
happens in the Ken-Tenn area, you'll
read all about it in THE NEWS".
On sale at all newsstands each Wednesday evening: 10c copy
Delivered to your mailbox each Thursday morning: $2 per year
The Fulton County News
Printers-- Publishers -- Rubber Stamps -- Engraving -- Bookbinding









































Nine students making the highest grades in a written test fromthe High Schools of the Xwin Cities took part in Fulton% first teenageRoad- -0. It is part of an annual-National Jaycee Project designed' to promote e1ety, skill, and better -driving habits among Americanyouth. Thousands- of teenagers across the country participate eachyear. -.
The winner of the local contest will ester in the state contest atSt. Matthews near Louisville in Juno. The winner of the state. contestwill receive a scholarship award and a chance to enter the nationalcontest later for higher awards. Each contestant receited a certificatefor participation in the local contest held here May 3rd at the CityPark. They were Pat Dowdy, Lowell Cathey, Glenn Fuller. NormanHarwood. Roland Carter, Dennis Brunch and the winners who wereKenneth Turner, 3rd place with 373 points; Gary Williamson with379 points; and the tat place winner with 380 points—Brady William-son.





I. Read every book in the
library so when the tune comes to
make a book report you 'will be
sure and have the right book.
2. Don't pay attention when
the teacher is telling you what
kind of book to read for that six
weeks.
3. Always act tickled • when
someone is giving his report.
4. When you can't think of any-
thing to say you can put "and uh"
between every word so it will
make a big hit with the teacher.
5 If you want to make a big
hit with your classmates, always
make your report at least ten
minutes long.
ft Never have your summary
card ready before class.
7. Always move around a lot to
keep the attention of the class.
8. Always keep your head down
while you are giving your book
report because the class is not
interested in 'what you are saying
anyway.
9. Talk softly so the teacher
won't hear you, then she will have
to give you a gisod grade since
she didn't hear your mistakes.
10. Never bother to remember
the names of your books because
they won't help you on a test any-
way.
-11. If you have to write your
book report, leave all the com-
mas. capitalization, and punctua-
tion out. so it will be easier for
the teacher to read.
12. Don't indent when you begin
a paragraph so you will have
more room to write.





Full pint of Breck shampoo
and 2 as. Breck hair set mist.
UVR Special
2.40 VALUE
HtLANCA STRETCH GARTER BELT
1.29 %AWE
Soft nylon
%yarn fits thefall or short
ONE SIZE FITS ALL






















Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, May 14, 1959
ABOVE PHOTOSTATIC COPY OF one ofthe recent weekly requisitions for free State-furnished food to feed three prisoner-servantsat the Waterfield mansion in Frankfort tellsgraphic story of its own. It tells, for instance,
read the Cleassfsed Ada
 Mrs. Octavia Wall
will undoubtedly be successful in










portant, but either one might be
a cause of fire or an accident, she
pointed out. She recommends that
every household gather up all its
electrical appliances for a check-
up, then replace all frayed or
broken cords.
Plugs that are so difficult to
remove that pulling on the elec-
tric cord is often resorted to,
should also be replaced. Easy-to-
grasp plugs are available where-
ever electrical supplies are sold,
and will add greatly to safety
standards,
If new appliances are being con-
sidered, be sure to look for the
underwriters laboratories (UL)
iabel, for it guarantees tfkat the
product under consideration is
made with reasonable safety stan-
dards.
Some householders have replac-ed the proper size fuses in theirfuse box with others capable of
carrying a much larger load, butwith wiring that it not. large
enough to-carry it. This is likelyto lead to serious trouble, such as
fire or serious damage to the wir-
ing, says Mrs. McLeod. This is a
part of the Safety Program of the
Citizenship Committee of the
Fulton County Homemakers.
Waves and permanents, hair-
does? Advertise them in The
News.
that the three prisoners could not possibly
have eaten this much food in a week, despite
the fact that the Waterfield family it not fur-
nished free State allowances. Look it over:
don't you agree?
Mother of 80 Boys
(The following article about
• Mrs. Octavio Wall, former Fulton-
ion, apptared in The April 23
issue of The Comet, published by
the students of Morris Harvey
College in Charleston, W. Va.)
When asked how she liked be-
ing the mother of 80 boys, Mrs.
Octavio Wall stated, "I enjoy my
i work very much but I think it is
easier to be in charge of a group
of boys than a group of girls."
However she aded that this state-
ment was made with due respect
to the girls. -
Mrs. Wall who was born and
raised in Caneyville. Kentucky.
came to Charleston in 1958 and
is now serving her first year as
Dorm Mother for the boys who
live on-campus.
; After attending Bowling Green
State Teachers College in Bowl-
ing Green, Kentucky, and Strat-
ton Business College in Louisville,
Kentucky, Mrs. Wall taught in the
public Schools for eight years.
' She then worked in the Bank of
Caneyville for six years. Married
to Joseph R. Wall, who was Sup-
erintendent of Fulton County
schools, Mrs. Wall served as his
Free Awards
HURRY! AWARDS END MAY 30
LAST WEEK'S WINNERS
First: Virgil Covington, Fulton
Second: Thomas ConneL Fulton Route
Third: Waymon Hall, Fulton Route 2
SEED CORN
Edw. J. Funk's 700-A Drought-resistant
Stull's Bartlett-O'Brien
and other varieties with different maturity dates.
VERTAGREEN FERTILIZERS
Special formulas for tobacco—corn—potatoes.
See Us For That Good Hanna Paint
A.C. BUTTS and SONS
Phone 202 East State Lino II
assistant for eight years. She is
the mother of one daughter, Mrt
*P. A. Lathe, Jr., who now resi
at Teays Valley, and one son,
Joseph B. Wall, who is now at-
tending Georgia Tech in Atlanta.
Georgia.
"My day usually begins at 9:00
a. m. and consists of ,endless
duties," said Mrs. Wall. But with
a smile she added, "There is never
a dull moment during the day."
The job that 'Mrs. Wall has
taken on is not a small task by
any means, but a very gracious
and lovable person, she is most
capable of handling it.
Electricity Is
Useful But Dangerous
Electricity will do a big job Art
you, safely and efficiently, if you
handle it correctly and with re-
spect, Mrs. McLeod, County Home
Demonstration Agent, said today.
While very few of us really
understand what electricity is, we
can accurately predict what it will
do under given conditions, she
said, as she urged that precautions
be taken in its use.
A frayed cord or a defective
or broken plug may not seem im-
























Giant 250 size now M. limited time only
Leave it to Helena Rubinstein to create a
beauty-treatment way of keeping your hair
immaculate, healthily conditioned and alive
with color! Co/or-Tbne is the only shampoo
that washes color in—not a dye but certified
temporary color that does magnetic young
things to your own hair shade.
Right now you can choose the "custom
tone for you at a big dollar savings. Each
jumbo 14 ounce bottle gives you 4 to 6 months
of beautiful shampooing. RED-HEAD adds flame
to red hair or "borderline" colors. BLONDE-
TONE illuminates blonde or light brown hair
with gold. BRUNETTE-TONE adds jet lights and
warm shimmer. BROWN-GLOW washes red-gold
Into "plain" brown hair. 811.VER-TONE silvers
grey or pl atin um, corrects yellow. And for dry,
damaged hair. MX-81MM MUM SHAMPOO.
CITY DRUG COMPANY 408 Lake Si.
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Stephen Finch, Judy Maynard
Harold Arnold, Jr. Win Awards
Ralph Donald, professor of
Mathematics at Union University,
Jackson, was the speaker at the
annual South Fulton Commence-
ment Thursday night at the high
school auditorium..
Oliver C. Cunningham, minister
of Central Church of Christ, gave
the invocation and the Rev.
HuIon C. Allen, pastor of the First
Baptist Church of South Fulton,
gave the benediction.
A vocal selection, "You'll Never
Walk Alone" was given by Mrs.
H. N. Strong, Jr.
Lester Betty, piincipal, present-
ed the diplomas to the 52 mem-
bers of the graduating class.
Dudley Morris presented the W.
W. Morris Memorial Medal to
Harold Arm ld, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Arnold of Fulton,
Route 2. This award went to the
eighth-grader making the most
progress.
Commander J. D. Simpson of
Marshall Alexander Post No. 72
presented the American Legion
Awards to the outstanding boy
and girl ' in the eighth grade.
These awards were presented to
Stephen Finch, son of Mr. and
Mrs, Guy Finch of Fulton. Route
5, and Judy Maynard, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Commodore May-
THE MAN FOR THE JOB
BECAUSE...
he will work for higher teach-
er salaries, better schools,
safer buses.
He will work for better and
more roads—he will work to
bring more factories to this
locality—
He will work to create employment and wages
to keep our young people at home.
VOTE FOR
George Brand For State Senator
Send a successful businessman to Frankfort to
handle your affairs; one who KNOWS HOW and
WILL DO m
(Paid for by friends of George Brand)
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mn. Carey Ierieids 411
Mrs. Tee Mathis Pritchett has
returned to Dyer, Tenn., after a
week's visit here with her broth-
er. Dave Mathis, and Mrs. Mathis.
There is no improvement in the
condition of Mr. Joe Westbrook,
who has been so very ill for sev-
eral months, also Dr. Wilson was
called out Saturday to see his
twin brother, Mr. Ben Westbrook,
who is suffering complications
due to advanced age. The West-
brook twins were 94 years of age
on May 4, but no celebration was
held for'them, because of both
of them being ill. It has been an
annual celebration by children
and relatives for the past several
years.
Rev. Glenn Hickerson filled his
regular appointment at New
Salem Baptist Church this past
Sunday atsl 1 a. m. and the even-
ing service held at 8 p. m.
Faye Lynn, Rosa Lee, and
Wanda. datighters of Mr. and Mrs.
Pete Chambers have returned
home from Hillview Hospital,
after a week's treatment of flu
and some complications. Faye
Lynn had a recurrence of rheu-
matic fever, but is now improved,
we are glad to report.
Leslie, small son of Mr. and
Mrs. Buton Lassiter, is suffering
from a seige of tonsilitis.
Mrs. May Byars, operator of the
Dukedom Exchange, fell at her
home and suffered a sprained
ankle as the result. She is now
hobbling around. A quick re-
covery is hoped for her.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
and baby. son, David Mark, of
Martin, were visitors of his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter,
here Sunday.
Many over this area attended
the Baccalaureate address Sunday
afternoon, May 10, at 2 p. m., de-
liVered by Bro. W. A. Bradfield
of Freed-Hardeman Colleg e.
Among those from here who were
in the graduation class are Ken-
neth Donoho, David Lassister, and
Marlin Fagan. The Commence-
ment Exercises continues until
Friday night, May 15, at 8
o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Vincent
nard of Fulton, Route 2. The a-
wards were based on scholarship,
leadership, initiative and coopera-
tion.
Mrs. M. W. Hawks, pianist,
played the procession "March"
(Aida) and the recessional "Pomp
and Circumstance" (Eiger).























The four outstanding news pub-
lications of churches in the Mem-
phis Methodist Conference have
been announced in Louisville.
The best church newsletter in
the under-250 membership divi-
sion is published by Arlington
Methodist Church, Arlington.
Other winners in their mem-
bership divisions were: 251-500,
First Methodist Church, Hunting-
don; 501-j.000, Schoolfield Mem-
orial Methodist Church, Memphis;
and above 1,001, First Methodist
Church, Fulton.
The selections were made by
the Louisville Professional Chap-
ter of Sigma Delta Chi, an organi-
zation of journalists, and an-
nounced by Sam Adkins, Louis-
ville, chairman of the Louisville
Area Public Relations Commis-
sion of The Methodist Church,
which sponsored the competition.
Citations will be presented to
representatives of the churches at
the conference's annual meeting
in Memphis May 26-29.
• DUKEDOM RT. 2
mi., 0. F. Taylor •
The farmers were glad to see
nice rain that fell Saturday P. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Hern-
don .and Belinda of Bowling
Green spent the weekend with
their parents, Mr: and Mrs.
Arthur T. Hicks and family and
Mr. and Mri'. Kenneth Herndon
of Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Mhore
visited Mr. and Mrs. Joe Taylor
Sunday. Other visitors were Mr.
and Mrs. Solomon Dobson.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carr and
Randall of Lone Oak, visited their
parents. The Edwin Carr's. and
Roy Emerson's Sunday.
The Oliver Taylor's were guests
in the Tommie Moore home a
while Thur,day night.
A large crowd attended decora-
tion services at the Pinson Ceme-
tery Sunday P. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Puckett
of Lone Oak. were Sunday guests
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Pug
Puckett and Mr. W. L. Rowland.
Miss Constance Jones is visit-
ing in the 0. F. Taylor home this
week.
Friday nigh/ visitors of the
Tremon Rickmans were Mrs.
James Elleiood and Tremon D. of
Arlington. Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Ellegood and Mr. and Mrs. 0. F.
Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Eudy and
children of Millington, Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Jones and Mr. and
Mrs. Elson McGuire and boys of
Fulton were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. A A. McGuire Sunday.
of Mayfield visited the bedside of
their mother, Mrs. Nora Vincent,
Sunday. Mrs. Vincent just recent-
ly celebrated her 80th birthday
and received 87 cards from all
her relatives and friends. She is
indeed grateful for your thought-
fulness.
Gloria Ann, small daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum, is
under medical treatment.
-Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham
and son, George Ed, of Dresden.
and Mr. and Mrs.-4,Earl Mitchell
and datighter, Judy, of Paducah,
spent Mother's Day with their






















Services for James P. "Bonus"
Calliham, who died suddenly Fri-
day night at 8:30 at his home in
Fulton, were held Sunday at 2
p. m. at the First Methodist
Church. The Rev. J. L. Leggett,
pastor, officiated. Burial, under
direction of Whitnel Funeral
Home, was in Hopewell Cemetery
at Gleason, Tenn. He was 68.
Mr. Calliham was born Sept.
21, 1890 in Memphis, son of Mil-
ton P. and Cora ,Phillipe Celli-
ham.
He was an engine foreman for
the Illinois Central Railroad. hav-
ing been employed with the _rail-
road for over forty. years. '
He was a member of the First
Methodist Church, the Morman B.
Daniels Sunday School Class, the
Elks Lodge, the litrotherhood of
Railroad Trainme n, and the
American Legion. He was a vet-
eran of World War I.
His wife, Carrie Shuck, preced-
ed him in death in 1934.
Mr. Calliham leaves two broth-
ers. Jack and Milton Calliham.
both of Fulton; two sisters, Mrs.
Bertha Neale and Mrs. Louise
Lee, both of Memphis; and sev-
eral nieces and nephews.
Members of the Morman B.
Daniel Sunday School Class were
honorary pallbearers. Active pall-
bearers were Joe Hall, Bobby
Vowel!, Howard Adams, Buck
Bushart, Foad Homsa and MCI
Simons.
Mrs. Sada Neely
Mrs. .Soda Neely of Mayfield
died at the Shady Rest Home
near Mayfield at Ca. m. Monday.
after a lengthy illness. She was
82.
Mrs. Neely leaves a son. Alton
Neely of Fulton; and several
nieces and nephews.
lieReices were held Tuesday at
2 p. m. at t1W-Bayou de Chein
Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Bro. L. E. Moore officiated. Buri-
al was in Camp Beauregard
Cemetery, under direction of
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home
of Dukedom.
W. B. Holt
Services for W B. Halt of May-
field, who died at the home of
his daughter. Mrs J M Canter
of near Cuba at 8- 15 p m. Sun-
day. after a short illness, were
held at 2.30 Monday afternoon, at
the Cuba Church of Christ Bro.
Rodney Hall, minister of the
church, officiated. Burial, under
direction of Jackson Brothers Fu-
neral Home of Dukedom, was in
church cemetery He was 78.
Mr. Holt was born in Weakley
County. Term., April 11, 1881, son
of Kemp and Emma Shelton Holt.
His first wife, Mrs. Lessie Lee
Carr Holt died in 1919 He later
married Mrs Sarah Harrison,
who died in 1946.
He was a member of the Goodi‘
Spring Cumberland Presbyterian
Church near Dukedom.
He leaves three daughters, Mrs.
Lois Roberts of Dukedom7Mrs. J.
M. Canter of Cuba, Ky, and Miss
Cora Bell Holt of Nashville: a
brother, Roy Holt of Martin,
Route 3; a sister, Mrs. Oma Gar-
gus of Mayfield; seven grandchil-
dren and six great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Carrie Scott
Mrs. Carrie Virginia Scott, 77,
of the Fulgharn community, died
early Friday at Jones Hospital in
Fulton. •
Funeral services were held at
2:30 p. rn. Sunday at Bethel Bap-
tist Church with the Rev. John
Robison and the Rev. Bill Lowery
officiating. Burial was in Clark
Cemetery.
Survivors include the husband,
Walter Scott, five sons, William
Jewell, Johnny, Paul and Ray
Scott, all of Detroit; three daugh-
ters, Mrs. Lloyd Wilson, Clinton;
Mrs. Virgil Thorpe, Wingo, and
Mrs. Preston Curlin, Clinton; a
From the FliS KENNEL
Davis, Allen Named
Bulldog Co-Captains
The Fulton High Bulldogs met
Monday. April 6, in the Carr gym
to elect the 1959-60 co-captains.
The team elected Merrell Davis
and Tommy Allen to represent
them. Davis should be one of the
outstanding plays on next year's
team and will fill the position of
tackle. Allen promises to be
another star, playing the position
of center. Davis and Allen succeed
last year's co-captains, Charles
Sisson and Johnny Allen, who
will graduate this year.
brother, Bob Barclay, Mayfield,




Hsari na Aid Batteries
Pee all makes ul !wiring alis!
Visit our Wiring Aid Depart-
ment at your first opportunity.
CITY DRUG CO.
IIM Lake !strrto Phone 70
SUMMER SPORT COATS
1st Quality
100's To Choose From




Contrasting Slax _ $5.95
W. Ky.'s Largest selection of Summer Suits
2 for the Price of 1 plus $1.00
FACTORY
OUTLET STORE
211 South 6th Street Mayfield. Ky.
For Tots and Teens and
In Between. . It's Vincent's
SPECIALS!
Girls' shorts  1.00
Girls' Matched Sets of
Sitr.: I to fix
Town's Best Buy
Bermuda Shorts $1  00
Sizes: 7 to it
Shorts & Shirts . . . . $1.98 up




Sizes: 1 to 7
$1.98 up
PEDAL PUSHERS
By aTne; Sis $ me 
$ 1 .98 up
"Debby, Dare"
Mix 'N Match "Buster Brown"
BOXER SHORTS AND SHIRTS









See our nice selections of Dresses. Pajamas, By
Shirrey, and other items for infants thru teens.
(BALCONY)
VIKENT S
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Strom The PHS Kennel--
Harper Is Honors Day Speaker
Freddy Harper, the Honors Day
'Speaker, is son of Mr J L Harp
er He is third in his class
scholastically, with a standing of
2 833.
lie is active in school affairs
Class offices he has held include
Public R4. I tions 'Officer as a
freshman, Secretary as, a spoho-
more, and Vice-president in his
senior year.
He was a member of the Junior
High Football team and a foot-
ball letterman for two years in
high school.
Freddy belonged to the Con-
servation Club as a freshman,
sophomore, and junior and is a
member of the 4-H Club this year.
He reeeived monograms for fresh-
man, sophomore, and junior years
and the Fdlton High Award last
year. Ile was on the Prom Staff
and participated in the Junior
Follies last year.
He served on the KENNEL
Staff for four years and is Busi-
ness Manager this year. In addi-
tion he is President of the Na-
tional Honor Society and a mem-
ber of the Quill and Scroll, and
the staff of the 1959 GR-R-ROWL.
Harper plans to itudy engineer-
ing at the University of Tennes-
see, Martin Branch next fall.
The Honors Day Program,
which will be held May 22 at
9:30, Is as follows:
Freddy Harper—Welcome. to
Visitors.
Richard Cardwell, George Gun-
ter—Presentation of Monograms.
Supt. W. L. Holland—Greatest
Scholastic Improvement Award,
Joe Johnson, Richard Cardwell,
Philip Jeff ress, Olenn Cook—
Male Quartet.




Supt. W L Holland—Recogni-
tion of Senior Class.
Rev Oakly Woodside—Benedic-
Class Night Marks
May 19 For Seniors
On April 21 the Senior Class
had a meeting and the following




Class   Donald Ray
Class Poem .... Kenneth Turner
Girl's Trio  Ruth Butts,
Sidney Calliham, Susan Bushart
Class Prophecy 
  Mary Ann Bennett
Class Grumblers 
.. Susan Bushart, Philip Jeffress
Flute Solo  Elaine Buller
"September, Song" —Kirk Wilde
Class Will  Ward. Burnett.
Class Giftorians 
..Sidney. Calliham, Joe Johnson
Presentation of Mantle to Presi-
dent of Junior Class 
 Richard Cardwell
Acceptance of Mantle By Presi-
dent of Junitar Class
  George Ray Gunter
"Auld Lang ?Syne"  Class
and Audience
Class Night will be held on
Tuesday, May 19, at Carr Audi-
torium at 8:00 p: m.
RETURNS HOME
J. C. Wiggins. who has been a
patient in the Baptist Hospital in
Memphis, was returned to his
home on Third Street in a Whit-




(For R. E. C. C. Members only)
—when air conditioner is installed in your home.
$10.00 will be given to you by R. E. C. C.
•
See the 1959 two-ton COOLERATOR
AIR CONDITIONER FOR ONLY $289.50
Installed in your window
-Trade with Wade and Save"
WADE FURNITURE COMPANY
Lake Street Fulton, Ky.
11101 •$ol „art FREE $10 I
CASH BONUS
ow Electric Air ConclitimrS
MURRY ... THIS OFFSR IS LIMITED'
lommia
OFT THE AIR CONDITIONER THAT
DOES A FULL JOB
low
Hot. humid weather Is rough on air conditioners. That's
why it pays to buy one that's built to withstand tem-
perature and humidity extremes—that gives you cooling
comfort year after year.
Don't just buy "a unit" that may break down when roe
need it most ... consider all facts carefully when you
choose your room air conditioner. Remember—your ben
-bargain" in a room air conditioner is one which will
give you the dependable service you expect day after
day, year after year.
Thai's uby it pays le loky &moral Blettrk.
• Top Cooling Capacity




onh sm.ill down pa men I Sit.85 mo.
Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
208 I,ake St. - Phone 1
WE HAVE THE FACTS ABOUT AIR
CONDITIONERS- SEE US TODAY AND
BE CONVINCED
Prom the PUS ICIINNEL—
Class Of 59 Has
Wide Variety Of
Plans For Future
The Senior Class of Fulton High
School can number its remaining
schooldays on a very few fingers
and toes, a fact which causes cpuet
a mixture of emotions in its col-
lective heart.
As the end of their final year
draws ever nearer, the members
of the class must consider their
future plans and hopes. Of course
a majority of the seniors will con-
tinue to attend school in mahy
different places, while ethers will
go to work.
This year's seniors will scatter
over a wide area S.o:ne will go to
state-supported schools, some to
private institutions. to small
schools and large, to schools near
and far. The acaderw.c pursuits
will range from vacational train-
ing to engineering, from art to
zoology, from home economics to
nuclear phystics.
The seniors planning to attend
Mur;ay State College are: Bobby
Hyland; Johnny Allen, Engineer-
ing, Glern Cook, Architecture;
Joan Carter, Music: Kenneth
Turner; Cynthia Campbell, Edu-
cation; Janice Page; Jerry Carter;
Carolyn Mann, Business; Brady
Williamson, Business; Elaine But-
ler, Home Ec.; Richard Britton;
Brenda Brown, Home Er : and
Glynn Bradley, Eng. .
Joe Johnson and Choi lie Hurl-
OFFICIAL RULES
dleston are planning to go to
the University of Tennessee to
study chemistry, Ruth Putts is go-
ing to U T to major in methe-
medics.
Seniors going to U. T. M. B. are:
Freddy Harper, Eng.; Robert
Stephenson; Jimmy Newton; Jim-
my Wade; Donald Ray; and
Joanne Covington, Education.
Bobby Powell and Ward Bur-
nett are going to U. K. to study
dairying; Susan Bushart is going
to U. K. to study medical
dietetics.
Others of the group and their
prosp&tive schools are: Philip
Jeffress, Union University, Minis-
terial Training; Donnie McKnight,
U. of Mississippi; Roger Pigue, U.
of Colorado; Anna Frances Jack-
son, Business, Paducah; Patsy
Kerney and Barbara Pearson, Ky,
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State College; Richard Cardwell
and Johnny Jones, 01' Miss; Sid-
ney Calliham, Texas Women's
University; and Mary Ann Ben-
nett, Mississippi State College for
Women.
Kenneth Mulcahy, Tommy Mor-
row, and Jerry Fortner plan to
join the armed service; Tommy
Exton is going to study elec-
tronics; and Charles Sisson has
made no definite plane.
Although most schools must
consider themselves lucky when
SO per cent of their graduates
start college, as you can see, a
very much greater percentage of
the 1959 class of ,Fultnn High
$chool are planning to pursue ad-
vanced education.
Wherever they go they will
take the name and honor of
ton High with them, and you may
rest assured that they will carry
it with pride and success
Dewey Johnson
AL types of Insurance




Fulton., lir. Phone 408
IN A LUXURY
ION FOR TWO
1. Just write your name and address on an official entry blank.
Mail or take your entry to your POW1117 Distributor's office.
Enter as many times as you like.
2. All winners will he determined by drawings. Grand prise
winner will be chosen from all entries. Winners of air
conditioning units will be drawn from entries received byindividual Power Distributors. Each entry makes you
eligible to win the grand prize, plus a room air conditioner.
All entnes must be in your Power Distributor's office notlater than midnight, July 22, 1959. •
3. This contest is open to all customers of participating powerdistributors and members of their families 18 years of ageor older except the following and their families: powerdistributor employees and advertising representatives;appliance distributors and dealers. Subject to all federal,state and local laws and regulations.
FREE-40 CASH BONU4'4,..... .
By buying your electric room air conditioner during this program, you canget $10 in cash from your power distributor. To collect your $10 just bring or
mail your duplicate sales slip to the office. Purchases must be made by July 19.
Take a vacation from heat with electric air conditioning. 8.. your dealertoday . . . buy your air conditioner and get $10 in cash.
$10 Installation Bonus Available to Any Residuatlal ettsiomer of
IN FABULOUS
NASSAU
... OR $1,000 IN CASH!.
Get FREE Entry Blanks at your Dealer's. Nothing to Buy!
A dream vacation for two in exotic Nassau . plus
$350 in cash for spending money. That's the grand prize in
the Tennessee Valley Public Power Association's "Let's Take
A Vacation Contest."
To get your chance on this once-in-a-lifetime vacation
prize, you simply visit your favorite electric air conditioning
dealer, ask for an official entry blank, write your name and
address on the blank and mail or bring it to your power dis-
tributor's office.
That's all'.
If you're the lucky winner, you get a wonderful week longall-expense trip to Nassau for two. The trip includes tworound-trip airline tickets, transportation to and from your
home to the airport, hotel and meals, tips, entertainment and
$350 to spend. Vacation may be taken any time betweenAugust 1 and November 15, 1959. Arrangements will behandled by Tennessee Valley Travel Agency, Chattanooga,Tennessee.
Or you might want to take $1,000 in cash!
ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS
AS SECOND PRIZES
There will be a room air condition-
ing unit given away in each partici-
pating power distributor's area dur-
ing the program. You can select the
make or model you want up to $2011
retail value. One entry blank makes
you eligible for both prizes.
YOUR MONEY BACK
Up to $200 if you buy an Electric
Air Conditioner and then win one
Hickman-Fulton Counties R.E.C.C.
HAROLD EVERETT, Mgr. MCKMAN, KY.

















111 E. State Line Phone 559




Bennett Electric & Furn
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Prom the 'WS KENNEL—
Who? Me? I'm A Research Theme
By Ruth Butts
I am a senior research theme.
I ̀was born in a library and my
father and Mother were a bunch
of note cards. My grandparents
were four great big reference
books. I diiin't even dare to cry
in the customary manner at the
crucial moment because I heard
someone whisper, "Sh-h-h-h,
silence in the library."
There was a good deal of dis-
cussion over what to name me.
Some thought "Abraham Lincoln"
would be a good title to hang on
me, while others thought "Elvis
Presley" would be better, "Mam-
moth Cave" and "F ashions
Through the Ages" were suggest-
ed. Personally I would have pre-
ferred just plain "Chemistry"
with "Chem" for short. However,
that was vetoed, and I wasn't
consulted. They finally settled on
"Bumblebees and What Makes
Them Bumble."
My growing up has been hectic.
At various times I have been add-
ed to and taken from, blown up
and pruned down. I was typed
in the middle of the night amid
much.muttering and drinking of
black coffee. Somehow I had got-
ten behind schedule; the deadline
for my presentation to society be-
ing imminent. Right in the midst
of it all, I had to have a major
operation, a terrible mistake hav-
ing been discovered in my mid-
dle section. So in the wee small
hours I was taken apart, the of-
fending member removed, and
the healthy portions sewed back
together again.
At long last here I repose on
the teacher's desk ready and wait-
ing for the grand inspection. Just
below me in the Stack is "Lily
From the FliS KENNEL— t




The following is a typical 8th
hour typing class. No names have
been changed to protect the
guilty.
As the scene opens, Mrs. Steele
is calmly sitting at her desk while
everyone else is rushing in, slam-
ming books down, running to get
their typing books, and having a
general free-for:all. As the second
bell rings, things. are in the same
shape. When everyone finally
gets seated, after several threats
from Mrs. Steele, we are told
what page the lesson is on, and
five minutes are spent asking the
page number again. Usually we
start out with a timed writing.
We type a three minute writing
for five minutes, and after we
count the mistakes, subtract them,
divide by three, multiply by five,
and add twenty, we end up with
the carrect number of words—I
think. While she is asking for the
number of words we typed, a
paper air,plane whizzes by;
Martha flips Gary's margin re-
lease; Nancy and Tommy are
fighting in the back of the room;
Roger is showing his legs; Cyn-
thia can't find any paper; Joan
doesn't understand the directions;
and Carol finds something wrong
with her typewriter.
As the period progresses, every-
body gets a little quieter, until
it's almost time for the bell. Then
they are up walking around, put-
ting books back, and Mrs. Steele
is threatening opportunity hour.
But when the bell rings, every-
body is happy and we have
twenty-three hours to get ready
for the next typing class.
Attend Legion
Conference
Eight members of the Liberty
Belles, Fulton Legion Auxiliary
Centennial Belles chapter, attend-
ed the American Legion Auxiliary
annual Spring Conference at
Mayfield recently. Those at -
tending include d—Mrs. Pete
Green, Mrs. J. D. Simpson, Mrs.
Mae Campbell, Mrs. Allen Aus-
tin, Mrs. Joe Holland, Mrs. Frank
Wiggins, Mrs., Leon Hutchens,
Mrs. Paul Heltsley and Leon
Hutchens.
The Liberty Belles were all
dressed in their Centennial
dresses and bonnets.
One hundred and two women
attended the Conference and Mrs.
Allen Austin, District President,
of Fulton, called the meeting to
order.
Recognition was given to one
gold star mother, five past dis-
trict presidents, ten unit presi-
dents, 14 past unit presidents.
The Fall Conference will be
held in Paducah.
New officers were elected as
follows: Mrs. Mary Milton, Fre-
donia, President; Mrs. Orville
Tabor, Fredonia, secretary; Mrs.
Geraldine Dickerson, Paducah,
Treasurer; Mrs. Mozelle Green,
Fulton, chaplain and Mrs. E. K.
Roberts, Mayfield, se rgean t-at-
arms.
Pons", who is slowly driving me
insane with her vocalizing. Im-
mediately above is "The Great
Pyramid," whose weight is mash-
ing me flatter and flatter. Confi-
dentially speaking, I think I'm
much better than either one of
them. If they don't stop their
annoyances, I may show them I'm
a real pedigreed bumblebee by
using my stinger.
Well, here comes the teacher
at last. This is my debut. Wish
me luck!
• FULTON ROUTE 5
Mrs. Brooks Oliver •
imia=sexaos 
Mrs. Harry Watts is feeling
better, following a two weeks'
seige of an alergy ailment.
Mrs. Adair Cannon is confined
to the hospital. We wish for her
a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Brooks Oliver, delegate
from Chestnut Glade School, Mrs.
David Phelps and Mrs. Harold
McKinney, delegates from South
Fulton attended the National
Parent-Teachers Convention in
Nashville last week.
Dianne Clement, Carolyn Col-
ley, and Judy Oliver attended
their class party at the Park
Terrace Friday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Permenter
were supper guest of Mrs. Fred-
die Towles and 4olly Saturday
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. franklin 'House
and son, Don, from Memphis
were weekend visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Watts-and Mrs. Clovis
Nanney.
The Welfare Workers Home
Demonstration 'Club will meet
with Mrs. Brooks Oliver May, 27.
Charlotte Muzzall entertained
the following with a bunking
party Friday night: Judy •May-
nard, Joan Fuller, Lynda Thorpe,
Jane Lowe, and Betty Stephens.
Congratulations to Stephen
Finch, who received the Ameri-
can Legion Award for being the
most outstanding boy in the
eighth grade class. Stephen is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Guy W.
Finch.
Mr. and Mrs. John Colley an
family were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. U. Oliver of Dres-
den.
Mrs. Bobbie Langston of Evans-
ville, ill., spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rucker and
Larry Langston.
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Oliver
spent Saturday and Sunday in St.
Louis. They attended the Cardinal
ball games.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Muzzall
and family and Mrs. Curt Muzzall
visited Mrs. Stanley Muzzall in
Gleason Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Guy Finch attended a
luncheon Monday, given by Mrs.
Paul Blaylock, honoring the
South Fulton Elementary teach-
ers.
Mr. and Mrs. U. Oliver of Dres-




Mri. Mayme Scearce and grand-
son, Tommie Joe, of Evansville,
Ind., accompanied Mrs. Tommie
Scearce to Leasville. La., where
she will remain with her husband,
Pvt. Tommie Scearce, who is in
the service at Camp Fort Polk,
La. Mrs. Mayme Scearce and
Tommie Joe will return home the
last oi this week.
Mrs. Gadberry of Clinton, Ky.,
spent the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Gadberry and Freddie.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pruett and
Howard of St. Louis, Mo. are
visiting Mrs. Ella Holly and Mr.
Sam Burns and Mrs. Bettie Pruett
of Fulton. '
Sunday dinner guests of Mf.
and Mrs. Elmer Liliker, Sr. were
Mrs. Effie Roper, Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Liliker, Jr., and children
of Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Billie
Liliker and children and Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Liliker and son.
Joe Albert Scearce spent Sat-
urday and Saturday night with
Mrs. Effie Roper.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hutchison
and children of Fulton were Sun-
day dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Dood Campbell.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cruce and
Donna Of Milan, Tenn., were Sun-
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Cruce and John Elmer and Mrs.
Ella Holly.
Weekend guests of the Rev. and
Mrs. Warren Pafford were their
children, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie
Augy and children of Memphis,
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Gar-
land and children of Jackson,
Tenn., and Miss Sarah Pafford, a
student in the University of Ten-
nessee at Martin.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Cruce were Mrs.
Montez Oliver, Cyntliiana and
Monette of Fulton, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Stayton and children. Af-
ternoon gnests were Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Cruce of Union City.
We are sorry Mrs. Neal Scearce I
is not feeling so well. Those who
spent Mother's Day with her'
were Mrs. Marie Tiller and Mrs.
Johnnie Taylor and- Anita of
Memphis, Mrs. Maudine Bowlin
of Clinton, Mr. and Mrs. Irby
Hammonds, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Scearce, Mr. and Mrs. Doris Carr
of Union City, Mr. and Mrs. Ray-
mond Sloan and Mr. and Mrs.
Mack Scearee.
Mesdames Ruth Cloys and
Maye Wall visited Mr. and Mrs.
UK HAS POSTOFFICE
The University of Kentucky, in
cooperation with the U. S. Post-
office, maintains a station on the
campus. About 4,700 individual
lock boxes are maintained for the
use of students in the delivery of
incoming mail.
J. J. Cruce Sunday afternoon.
DEATHS
W. B. Hogue
Funeral services for W. B.
Hogue, 78, were held Monday af-
ternoon at the Cuba Church of
Christ. Roger Hall conducted the
services and initial was in the
Cuba Cemetery.
Mr. Hogue, a resident of May-
field died at 8.15 p. m. Sunday
while visiting a daughter, Mrs.
J: M. Carter at Cuba.
He is also survived by two
other daughters, Mrs. Lois Rob-
erts, Dukedom, and Miss Cora
Belle Houge, Nashville; a brother,
Roy Hogue, Martin, Tenn ; a Sis-
ter, Mrs. Um& Gargus, Mayfield;
seven grandchildren and six great
grandchildren.
CARIUED TO MEMPHIS
Mrs. Ira Little was taken to the
Baptist Hospital in Memphis







West Kentucky's FAVORITE Family —
all Kentucky's Next FIRST Family '
The Water-fields •re all smiles as Harry Lee reads a telegram inform-
ing him of his nomination as Lieutenant Governor in 1955—by tits
greatest number of votes in history! Harry LIN went on to win the
general election by another record vote and to become ono of the
finest Lieutenant Governors Kentucky has ever had Now, all of
West Kentucky is sure that the tremendous popularity of their friend
and neighbor will carry him to the Democratic nomination for
Governor by another biggest-ever vote
.11
West Kentucky's BIGGEST DAY
Since 1792
OUR GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY MAY 26
TO ELECT OUR FIRST GOVERNOR
IN HISTORY FROM WEST KENTUCKY
Let's Go to the Polls and Give Harry Lee the Greatest Majority on Record
VOTE FOR HARRY LEE
INATERFIELD















































Early Recollections Of Fulton Are Interesting
By Onlda Jewell
In going through old news-
papers, deeds and other material,
gethering information for our
Centennial edition of The News,
we ran across an interesting group
of facts about Fulton back in its
infant years
Early in the fifties when the
United States mails were carried
on horseback from old Feliciana,
in Graves County, Ky.,. to Jack-
sonville, Tenn., tnear Harris), a
postoffice was established on the
State Line road in a little cabin
built by B. F. Carr one of the
first settlers in Fulton. The cabin
stood on a mound and was at
that time in front of Frank Carr's
house. This postoffice was called
Pontotoc, and Dr. V. A. Hawkins,
a pioneer medical practitioner,
was the first postmaster of Ful-
ton.
About that time there were but
three families living in Fulton_ (or
what is now the site of the town).
They consisted of B. F. Carr, F.
G. Bard and .Noah Norman. The
first named gentleman had set-
tled in what is now West Fulton.,
The first store of any kind was
owned and conducted by Messers.
B. F. Carr and Fernando Roots
in the depot building, and em-
braced dry goods, notions, groc-
eries, etc. Later the firm changed
to Carr & Eddings.
About May 30, 1865, Dr. S. G.
Patterson moved to the new
settlement and opened a physi-
cian's office in a small house on
State Line road that was former-
ly used as a saloon. A few years
later the doctor built and opened
a dry goods store and also built
a residence. At that time there
were three stores in Fulton—Dr.
Patterson's, Carr & Friftings, and
a small store owned by Terry &
McCall.
Later .1. A. Collins bought from
B. Fd.Carr a lot 50x100 feet for
the purpose of erecting a store
house. The building was later
occupied by the Wm. Cohn store.
Mr. Collins paid Mr. Carr $100
for the lot. That was in 1887.
The first residence built after
the survey was by Dr. G. W.
Paschall, and the, second by F.
Id. Thomas. The first brick house
was built by W. T. Carr (the
Carr block) on Lake Street.
The first lot sold- wss- to Wil-
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L Kathryn R. Lannom. Clerk of the Fulton County
Court. certify that the above is a copy of the ballot
to be voted on in the Primary Election to be held
In the City of Fulton on Tuesday. May 26, 1959.
< . r
County Clerk
item Wooldridge for a store
house, A. D. Collins being given
as reference.
Dr. T. C. Parker was the first
police judge, and nem Sellers the
first marshal.
Mrs. A. D, Collins and Jas. Har-
vey Gardner taught school in the
first Seminary—then a fine frame
house on the lot just east of
Fisher & Read's drug store (no
longer in existence). The public
school house was a small struc-
ture situated on Gospel Hill, and
taught by James Casly.
Pink Stilley was the first man
killed: in the new tenter', having
been murdered by a railroad man
named Belts.
Mrs. Wes Childers was the first
hotel keeper, and ran the Childers
house.
G. W. Thomas erected the first
brick hotel at the railway cross-
ing, having paid $225 for the lot
one hundred feet square. Latterly
It was the Fleming Hotel, when
it gave way in 1897 to the fine
building known as Knight's Hotel.
Uncle Charley Knight opened
the first restaurant at the cross-
ings, while Henry Knight bore
off brick at Allen's brick yard at
50 cents a day.
A. D. Collins was the first dry
goods clerk, Dr. Gid Paschall, the
first - physician, Stacker Taylor
.(later of Paris, Tenn.,) was the
first to write insurance in the
new 'town: Judge R. S. Murrell,
the first lawyer; R. A. Browder,
Dr. Paschall and R. S. Murrell
had the first-butcher shop, which
was on the Paschall hill.
D. L. Norman was the oldest
man raised in the territory of
Fulton; Leroy Collins the first
blacksmith. •
The first newspaper in the town
of ninon was the Times, long
since dead.
The first bank was the Fulton
Bank, (not the existing one with
A. T7-Mitatell as first cashier.
The first drug store was put
up by Drs. G. W. and N. J. Pas-
chall, with R: M. Bullock first
drug clerk.
James Roberts was the first
manufacturer of buggies, T. T.
Twigg the first livery stable man,
Wm. Hall the first tinner, N. C.
Webb established the first foun-
dry. A. P. Creedle first grain
dealer, Dr. S. G. Patterson the
first resident minister.
Kennedy. Whiteside and Pas-
chall started the first grist mill
in 1868. Before that time the
people had to send to Paducah
for flour and meal.
R. W. Barcliff was the first
photographer. One of the first and
most extensive stock and poultry
dealers was J. C. Williams.
The first white child, born soon
after the railroad survey, was
Mrs. Fred Green.
The first ordinances for the city
of Fulton were framed and adopt-
ed May 20, 1874, by the board of
trustees, consisting of the follow-
ing councilmen: T. C. Parker,
Chairman; G. W. Paschall, R. M.
Bullock, J. A. Wyatt and A. D.
Collins.
The council in 1899 was com-
posed of the following gentlemen:
W. H. Powers, W. W./Meadows,
J
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F. S. Knouse, C. E. Weldon, G. H.
Bransford and E. M Taylor
Judge Ed C. Starks was the first
Mayor and served for nearly
twenty years with the intermis-
sion of one term, when B. H. Free-
man occupied the position. Sam
Bedford defeated Starks in 1899,
only a short time efore the lat-
ter's death. J. W. Chambers and
W. P. Felts held the- office for a
number of years. J. F. Fall wits
the incumbent in 1899.
The first police judge under
the new order of things was C.
E. Rice, followed by Bruce Ed-
dings, Mott Ayres,._. W. P-. Nolen
and J. W. Sellars, in 1899.
The first city marshal was T.
H. Boaz, then Albert Huddleston,
Green Neely, John. Pullen, Frank
Brizendine, Fate Rascoe and Al-
bert Huddleston, officer in 1899.
John Tyler was city clerk in





Homemakers from the Purchase
region held their district meeting
recently at the lyurtay College
Auditorium,Fultori County Home-
makers clubs were hostesses for
the event.
Mrs. Carl Evans, Ballard Coun-
ty, presided at the meeting and
Mrs. Herschel Jennings, of Car-
lisle County, acted .as secetary.
The greeting was given by Dr.
Ralph 'Woods, president of Mur-
ray State College and the devot-
ional was led by Mrs. Ray Sam-
uels of Hickman County. The fol-
lowing federation report's were
also given: Membership, Mrs.
Penice Fisk, Calloway County;
Reading, Mrs. 'Robert Moseley,
Graves County; Citizenship, Mrs.
M. L. Robinson, Livingston
County; Publicity. Mrs, G. 0.
Cavanah, Livingston County;
Music, Mrs. J. R. Powell, Ful-
ton County.
Dr. Doris Seward, dean of
women at the University of Ken-
tucky, was the principal speaker
for the group and talked on "Mu-
eating the Girl Today for Woman-
hood of Tomorrow."
Music for the event was pre-
sented by the Fulton County
Chorus, directed by Mrs J R.
Powell, and the McCracken
County Chorus, directed by Mrs:
J. K. Luton...
Approximately 84 women from
Graces County attended the meet-
ing. Graves County clubs repre-
sented were Tr -City. Burnett's
Chapel, Farmington. Wingo, May-
field, Mayfield Matinee, Potts-
ville. Sunnyside, Lynnville,




Fulton Circuit Court convened
in Fulton Monday morning, with
Circuit Judge Elvis Stahr presid-
ing.
George Motle y, Crutchfield
Negro, was found guilty of mali-
cious shooting with intent to kill,
and was fined $100 and given six
months in the county jail.
The case of John T. Owens of
Fulton was continued. He had
previously been fined $100 and
given 90 days in the county jail
on a DWI charge. His case was
appealed.
The case of Cecil Watson of
Crutchfield, who was charged
with being a habitual criminal,
was not tried, as he is now in the
state penitentiary on another
charge.
The case of Doyle Bunum, in-
dicted with Cecil Watson, was
continued.
,„Lerry Rhodes was fined $100
,..and cost on a breach of the peace
charge.
The case of Ralph Craig, charg-
Ned with child desertion, was dis-
SALAD DRESSING
rrorn THE HIS KENNEL
HOMEROOM BEAT
By Hal Warren
Peter Gunn, famous detective,
was hired last week by Mr. Mar-
tin to find out who had. been steal-
ing Robert E. Lee's head. Disguis-
ed as a pencil trimmer, he got
in on some real dope, but was
unable to find the guilty party.
As he entered the freshman
homeroom, David Golden was
loading his brief-case in ready-
ment for the long walk to classes.
Peter dug up the -fact that he
carries his lunch in it and eats
between recitations.
Going in among' sophomores,
Thomas Carney and Bobby Han-
cock were reading space • maga-
zines. Jimmy Cheatenf was sharp-
ening his cleats, Elaine Beggs was
shining her campaign button.1
As Pete entered the junior
homeroom he saw a' good looking
girl who was trying to get an
answer for some unsolved pro-
blem from some brain who had
the answer.
Gunn went back to work. He
saw Roy Morrow getting his
fingers limbered up for his usual
65 word a minute in typing (with
no mistakes): Gary Williamson
was combing his hair; Judy Bur-
ton was getting limbered up for
the long run to the cafeteria.
In the senior home room, Peter,
who was now dressed as a fellow
student, saw Jimmy Wade tuck-
ing in his shirt tail after Charles
Sisson had told him , it was on
fire (and put it out). Bobby Hy-
land was about to start a tight
and Donnie McKnight was think-
ing up poetry.
Pete asked all of these notorious
gangsters if they knew anything
(teethe missing crainium, but all
pleaded the Fifth Amendment.
The preceeding was a lie, only
the names remain the same to
smear the innocent.
missed as he and his wife have
gone back together.
Monday ifternoon Eugene
Bransfield, colored, of South Ful-
ton pleaded guilty to store-house
breaking (breaking into the
Sports Center here and stealing
some guns), and was sentenced to
one year and one day in the state
pen.
The Grand Jury returned two
indictments Monday. One was
against Katherine Woodruff of
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Riceville for maintaining a com-
mon nuisance; and the other was
against Eugene Bransford, color-
ed, of Fulton, who was charged
with breaking and entering. His
trial was held Monday afternoon
and he was sentenced to one year
and one day in the state pen.
UR RECORDS KEPT
Much information ab6ut the
history of the University of Ken-
Mother Special from
tucky may be found in the De-
partment of University and Edu-
cational Archives. Correspon-
dence files of former presidents,
records, publications and archival
material of UK, as well as materi-
al on the•bistory of education in
Kentucky, is kept there. Also in-
cluded are' lists of Kestuckians
who died in World War I, World
War II, and the Korean War.
' Perfect protection for your winter wearing
apparel
* Several different storage plans to fit your
needs
• We clean and glaze furs by professional
Furrier methods
• We are now receiving clothing and furs for
storage. May we serve you?
OK-Parisian Laundry-Cleaners











Now! A Nylon tire that costs dollars less than ever
before! This B.F.Goodrich NYLON Deluxe gives
you sound for pound stronger-than-steel nylon
cords that resist road shock and constant flexing.
95. B.F.GoodrichDeluxe Nylon6.70-15 Tube-type
.95$22 7.-15 $28 :579.60-15
Lgt.,100 125
AS U DOWN • WEEKLY
•Plus tax and retreodobl• tire
B-L=_ bmideage/ starts hero
Charlie hates Store
110 LAKE STREET PHONE 389
FULTON, KENTUCKY
B.F.GoodrIch tires
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Farm News, Meetings, Events
(id's note: the following hiforiviation, :applied TR' NEWS
by the (YSDA. ASC, nearby County Agents and 0pr-scrim:a4
ggirtleies ovalba of meow interest to prapresstae farmers tW lh•
hen-Tenn area):
NEW RULE ON WINZAT
HLSTORY
A farmer who has wheat plant-
ed in excess of his 1959 acreage
allotment may dispose of the ex-
tra acres up until June 1st, and it
probably will increase his wheat
allotrnent in the future if he does
so, according to a reminder from
Roy Bard, Chairman of the (Pul-
Ion County) Agricultural Stabili-
zation and Conservation Commit-
tee. -
A major factor in determining
farm wheat allotments is the his-
tory of wheat grown previousiy
on the farm. The farmer who
complies with his allotment gets
"history" credit not only for the
allotment planted but also for his
"diverted" acres, which is the
acreage held out of wheat under
the allotment program On the
Other tiand, under a new law ef-
fective this year, the farmer who
produces excess wheat will us-
ually receive history credit only ,
for the allotment. In the past, the
overproducer received his total
wheat acreage as history.
The farmer who produces ex-
ecss wheat in 1959 may deliver
the excess to the Secretary .of
Agriculture or store it — on the
farm under bond or in a commer-
cial warehouse. In that way he
avoids farketing quota penalties.
He also gets history credit for
his allotment plus diverted acres
just as though he had complied
with his allotment. However, the
cre4it for diverted acres is lost
in ase the sctored wheat is sold
or used and the producer becomes





May 1 of this year is an im-
portant deadline for sertain own-
,Ts of wheat warms which have
been acquired by an agency hav-
ing the right of eminent domain,




The May 1 deadline applies to
those owners who were so dis-
placed from wheat - allotment
farms during the period January
1, 1954 to August 28, 1958.
The Chairman explains that
such an owner may file a notice
of his displacement and a re-
quest that the allotment be pool-
ed and used to the extene neces-
sary to establish an "equitable"
allotment for other land owned
or purchased by him.
REMINDERS FOR TOBACCO
GROWERS
Farmers in Fulton county who
are considering leaving strips of
idle or fallow land in an alter-
nate row arrangement with tobac-
co rows were reminded by Roy
Bard, Chairman of the County
ASC Committee, that the strips
of idle or fallow land must be as
wide as, or wider, than four nor-
mal rows of tobacco to be deduct-
ed from the tobacco acreage.
A "normal row" is described by
Mr. Bard, as being at least 36
inches wide or the actual dis-
tance between the rows of tobac-
co on the farm whichever is
wider. Mr. Bard said that anyone
plannnig to leave idle or fallow
1 
7
strips of ground in the tobacco
field should contact the County
ASC office before setting tobacco.
FARMERS REMINDED
Farmers who have contracted
to participate in the 1959 Soil
Bank conservation reserve should
remember that they must comply
with all acreage allotments for
the farm as well as all soil bank
requirements in order te qualify
for payment, C. C. Vaughn,
Chairman of the Obion County
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Committee, said to-
day.
A program provision that is
sometimes overlooked by farmers
required compliance with all
acreage allotments established for
the farm. If this requirement is
not met the farmer will be inelig-
ible for payment and he will
leave himself liable for futher
penalties.
Mr. Vaughn further pointed out
that farmers should be extremely
careful that they do not exceed
their permitted acreage of soil
bank base crops Exceeding this
permitted acreage can also make.
a farmer Ineligible for the pay-
ment which he would otherwise
earn.
Where a farmer willfully and
knowingly harvests from or per-
mits • grazing on conservation re-
serve land, payment is forfeited
and in addition he is subject to a
civil penalty of 50 percent of the






B,. W. Burrow has been elected
president of the Lions Club for
the coming year. He succeeds W.
P. Burnette.
Other officers named were: F.
A. Homra, first vice-president;
Harold Wiley, second vice-presi-
dent; Bobby Scates, third vice-
president; Kenneth Roland, sec-
retary-treasurer; Pete Pitze r,
Lion tamer; Jimmy. Young, tail
twister; Nelson Tripp, Joe Treas,
Louis Weaks, Ed Neeley and W
P. Burnette, board of directors.
Ladies Night will be held at
ClUALIFIED
Our organization is set-up as a 24-hour-a-day service
operation, qualified by training and experience to
give the people of this community considerate, ex-
pert help in time of need. We are fully licensed
under the laws of both states.
TO
Select a funeral director should be considered as
the choice of a lawyer or a physician. Training,
experience, character and reputation are all of vital
importance, along with his facilities. We invite
investigation of our qualifications in all these
particulars.
SERVE
We are ready to serve you whenever, and in what-
ever capacity we may. We have three Notary
Publics on duty. Who will be happy to serve you in
any capacity if which a notary is needed.
YOU
May.be sure steadfast faith can do much to relieve
the sorrow of parting, in the sure belief that death
is only transition to a better and fuller life. It is
our task to makethelait rites symbolic of this faith,
a leavetaking made serene. by the assurance of a
future reunion.
HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
James Needham Co-Owners Frank LeMaster
FFA Soil Judging
Is Held Recently
Soil judging teams from Fulton
County and Crittenden County
High Schools will represent West-
ern Kentucky in the state contest
to be held at Hardinsburg.
Both won their way to the big
contest by notching district wins
recently. Fulton county iss the
Purchase District
the Fulton Count! C. L4.l on 
day, May 22.
W. L. Roper had charge of the
program Friday at the Park Ter-
race. He introduced Mrs. Win
Whitnel, who presented the fol-
lowing in observance of National
Music Week. Joy Fagan, piano
solo; Nancy Trees, two vocal se-
lections and a piano number;
Betty Bennett and Kay Morris,
piano solos.
The Rev. John Laida had as his
guest, Bob Morgan of Ferry-
Morse Seed Company and W. P.





inn at Mayfield over seven other
teams Crittenden County won It,.
third district tat.e in a row at
Princeton Saturday The Critten-
den County t,ea'ii placed second
In the state meet Iasi Yet:
Fulton County scored 757 points
out of a possible 1,200. Team
members and their individual
scores were Philip Prather 255,
Philip Mayfield, 233 and Jimmy
Lihker, 279. Liliker was high in-
dividual scorer for the entre meet.
Ralph Bugg is vocational agricul-
ture • teacher at the school and
coached the team.
reag the Classifted Ads
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clock., and Time
lines at All Kinds Aces-




TELEPHONE 22 I 
Starts Friday -- then Sat. and Sun.
Sandra Dee will win your heart in this one ,:he's the















The Fulton dance students of
Rosemary Peterson will be pre-
sented in a dance recital, on May
25 at 8 p. m. at Carr Institute
Auditorium.
Price of admission will be
children, 35c, adults. 75c.
VISITED BY rioNzass
The area where Danville now
stands WAS originally visited by
pioneers in 1774. with some settle-
ment by 1775. In March, 1785, Dan-
ville became the first capital of
the Kentucky District. of the
Commonwealth of Virginia At
Danviue. where Kentucky's first
political club WAS formed, Were
eld the first nine °I:institutional
oonvenUorat which made Kentucky
otanmonweaith n 1792. with this
city as. the first state capital
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Perryville, one of Boyle County's
modern and thrtiing towna, has
a rich historical background It
was here that is Battle of Perry-
ville W la fought Ott IS, 11163 The
exact battlefield site is now main-
tained its a beautful park which
serves as a memirial to thous
who fought In this battle
LILTS HAVE • PART!'











• 7 YEARS OLD • 86.8 PROOF
$1.70 z PINT
ELEGANT IN TASTE UNCOMMONLY GOOD
HIRAM WALKER. INC.. PEORIA. ILL.
Combs is NOT Qualified
to be Governor- Said Wyatt
Here - in his very own words - it what
Wyatt thought about his running mate:
"BERT COMBS HAS NEITHER THE VIGOR,
THE CAPACITY for LEADERSHIP, THE PRO-
GRAM, NOR THE FREEDOM from FACTIONAL
CONTROL that KENTUCKY MUST HAVE TO
MEET THE DEMANDS OF THE FUTURE."
This Is what Wyatt repeatedly said In
public speeches -just a few days before
his deal with Combs' boss, fade Cleaseats
THINK — YOU FOR MI ONLY .QUALIFIIID CANDIDATS
HARRY LEE WATERFIELD
Democratic Primary—Tuesday, May 26












































A varied program highlighting
postgraduate medical education
and some of the problems facing
medicine today will be featured
at a joint meeting of the Ken-
tucky State Medical Association's
First and Third Councilor Dis-
tricts at Kentucky Dam Village,
Gilbertsville, on Thursday, May
RUMURE
irs HERE
The Sensational New Invent**
eutherland's "MD- Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odor,














Changes in the social security
law have made it easier for adopt-
ed children to receive monthly
payments, Charles M. Whitaker,
District Manager of the Paducah
Social Security Office said today.
If you have an adopted child
and you are now receiving social
security retirement or disability
benefits, payments to the child
can start as early as September,
1958, or the date of adoption if
this takes place after September,
1958. It is no longer necessary to
wait three years after adoption
for benefits to begin.
211.
Physicians from 17 counties are
expected to attend the sessions
which are scheduled to start at
4 p. rn. Counties included in the
First District are: Ballard, Callo-
way. Carlisle, Graves, Fulton,
Hickman, Livingston Marshall,
and McCracken. In the Third Dis-
trict are: Christian Caldwell, Crit-
tenden, Hopkins, Lyon, Muhlen-
berg, Todd, and Trigg.
fri
BIERKASE AND CRACKERS_
Yes. its Austrian "beer cheese" An uncommon blend of com-
mon cheeses gives you this delightful party snack Or appetizer.
Bierkase is a tangy mixture of chedder and roquefort cheeses,
spices and beer —perfect with crackers or pumpernickel.
Of course, the old chefs who created this and many other Old-
World dishes like Leber Klosse and Bierkarpfen knew that the
light, bright taste of good beer would accompany their dishes
to the t•ble To enjoy each to the utmost, be sure to include its
natural partner —• sparkling glass of your favorite brand ot
beer.
Zip) b t•tiesa-tt
KENTUCKY DIVISION U. S. BREWERS FOUNDATION





Soft In color, soft to tench JAITIRICAA, Roll.Ups, Skirt,
and famous Jacket of wash and wear Powder Puff
Softies fabric in blue, pink, or yellow pastels. All with the
fit that made Thermo-Jae famous! Checked gingham blouse
of drip dry cotton in matching pastels. Sizes 7 through Lb.
JACK ET
JAMA1CAS






' To Be Installed
Alpha Tau Omega Club .(the
former Beta Tau Beta Local Fra-
ternity) received its charter as the
Zeta Lambda Chapter of Alpha
Tau Omega international frater-
nity in formal ceremonies May
8, 9, and 10.
Undergraduate and alumni
members of the Alpha Tau Omega
Club were formally installed in
Alpha Tau Omega Saturday, May
9. Initial ceremonies began Fri-
day afternoon, May 8. A banquet
was held following installation
Saturday night at the Murray
Woman's club.
The Beta Tau chapter of Alpha
Tau Omega, Union University of
Jackson, Tenn. attended the cere-
monies as the key installing
chapter. Zeta Lambda became the
120th active chapter of Alpha Tau
Omega. The Fraternity has the
honor of being the leader of
scholastic standing of all Social
Fraternities. There was a write
up in Newsweek of the-top five in
the 1958 April issue. The mem-
bers are very proud to have this
title. ' _
Beta Tau Beta petitioned Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity April 1958.
On_the 18th of September Beta
Tau Beta became directly affiliat-
ed with ATo and was collinixed
becoming the Alpha Tau Omega
Club of Murray State. Stewart
Dainels, executive secretary of
Alpha Tau Omega: and one of
the installing officers, announced
the approval of the petition April
3 in Champlain, Ill.
Beta Tau Beta, sponsor of the
"Krazy Kharacters" and a future
annual musical production was
founded in April 1957 by 12 MSC
students. The young fraternity
now has 59• active members and
21 alumni members. '
Installing officers for the cere-
monies were G. L. Brandon, Pro-
vince ,Chief, Hubert Garrecht,
Memphis: High Councilman,
Gerald E. Johnson, National
President, Stewart D. Daniels,
Executive. Some alumni of ATO
of local region to be present are
Roy Stewart, Head of Athletic
Dept., MSC and Congressman
Prank Stubblefield, both of Mur-
ray.
The two local young men in-
stalled in the ceremonies are Will
H. Bondurant, son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Bondurant and Joe D.
Plgue, son of Mr. and Mrs. B. J.
Pigue. Will H. is a sophomore and
a business major. Joe D. Is a jun-
ior and a business administration
major.
Happy Birthday
May 14: Betty Sue Bell, Cor-
rine Cummings, I. R. Nolen, Mrs.
L. H. Howard, Jean Cole Bynum,
Monnette Cochran, C. H. Mc-
Daniel; May 15: Joyce Frields
Hill; May 1113: Peggy Parton,
Violet Johnson'. May 17: Glynn
Ray Powell. Mrs. W. W. Morris,
Mrs. Howard Edwards, Mildred
Land. Ben H. Maupin, Charles
Marlar, Saundra Latham; May 18:
Mrs. Eugen Waggoner, Foils
Bennett, Billy Scruggs; May 19:
Martha Lynn McKelvy, Zelma
Harris, Pete Byars, Robert Hale,
Norma Benedict; May 20: Jerry
Coates', May 21: Mrs. Coyle Wade,
Mrs. J. T. Burrow, Eddie Bennett.
AVERAGE RAINFALL
The average annur.1 natal] in
Kentucky ranges from 38-40 inches
in the north to 50 or more inches













From the FIIS KENNEL
Jr. Hi Plans For
1959 Commencement
The Eighth Grade ClasS of Ful-
ton Junior High 9chool will have
its commencement at Carr Audi-
torium on the night of May 20,
1959, at 8:00.
The processional will be pre-
sented by Mrs. Arthur Roman
and the Invocation by Rev.
Joseph L. Leggett, minister, of the
First Methodist Church in Fulton.
Supt. W. L. Holland will intre-
duce the speaker. Martha DeMyer
will play a piano. solo, "Prelude
in D Minor", by Porter. • There
will be an address given by Dr.
Donald B. Hunter, Associate Pro-
fessor of Education, -Murray State
College. The address is entitled
"The Strangest Secret". The Girls
Glee Club will sing two numbers.
"The Lord's Prayer" by Albert
Hay Mabette and "The Surrey
With the Fringe On Top" by
Rodgers and Hammerstein. A
piano solo by Bob Anderson will
be entitled "Song" from "The Sea
Pieces" composed by Edward
MacDowell. The introduction of
the Board of Education members
will be made by Principal Ray
Fleming. The presentation of the
American Legion Awards will be
made by Post CM/mender J. D.
Simpson, The Bent diVion will be
given by'Rev. Joseph L. Leggett.
The recessional will be played by




It was learned today 'from loal
police that there was an attempt-
ed breakin at the Sport Centcr
here sometime Thursday night.
The would-be burglars failed to
break the night lock on the door.
The attempted breakin here
occurred the same night that a
four shotguns were stolen from
Union City and a service station
attendant was shot to death with
a shotgun at Mayfield. Two pis-
tols werestolen Thursday night
at Paris and an auto at Clinton.
The two men seen leaving the
sei 'ice station in a black auto-
mobile have not been apprehend-
panist for the Glee Club will be
Mary Bondurant. Seventh Grade
girls who are on the honor roll
and haven't made below a "B"
We have complete stocks
Dayton V-Belts
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201 FUI .TON
The Fulton News, Thursday, May 14, 1959, Page 7
COURT OF APPEALS
Kentucky's Court of Appeals is
composed of seven judges, each
elected from an appellate court
district for a term of eight years.
A member of the court must be
35 years of age, a resident of the
state for five years and a pract-
icing attorney for eight years.
ed as yet.
The Sport Center was broken
into and some-guns stolen recent-
1y. Later, a colored man was ar-
rested and the guns were recov-
ered.














with specially - designed
equipment will make that
repair correctly . . . the








Jesse Nicholas Ryan Cecil
I.4“..11.,\ :Ile Ky
Bert T. Combs 
Prestonsburg, Ky.
James L. Delk 
Frankfort, Ky.














J. B. Wells, Jr. 
Paintsville, Ky.




FOR SECRETARY OF STATE

























L. M. (Mack) McKinney
Lexington, Ky.










































Wayne W. Freeman 
Mayfield, Ky.
William C. Allen 
Marion, Ky.













Joe W. Trees 
Fulton, Ky.







C. D. Edwards 
Kellie R. Lowe, Sr.
I. Kathryn R. Lannom, Clerk of the Fulton County Court, certify
that the above is a copy of the Democratic Party ballot to be voted
on in the Primary Election to be held in Fulton County, May 26,
1959.
County Clerk
Fertilizer Index Is Revised;
Plant Foods Investigated
By G. A. Lirely
Agricultural Agent
Illinois Central Railroad Co.
The plant foods contained in
crops have been investigated by
agricultural chemists for many
years. With these findings avail-
able as to the amount and kind
of plant food necessary to produce
given yields of crops, it is not too
difficult for farmers and soil
specialists to make recommenda-
tions particularly in the soil test-
ing laboratories. These charts are
used by the Illinois Central soil
testing laboratory in making ferti-
lizer recommendations to p'roduce
IMIXiMUM yields. Due to acreage
cuts recently, it has been neces-
sary for fase_rs to produce in-
creased yields'on the remaining
acres in order to stay in business.
Plant breeders have given us new
varieties of crops capable of pro-
ducing high yields when proper-
ly fertilized. These higher yields,
however, drain the available
plant food and unless these de-
mands are met, the soil will be-
come depleted. This is now being
experienced in areas where it was
Qnce thought the soil to be in-
exhaustible, especially-in the Del-
ta, the Prairie and Cornbelt
States.
A study' to determine -(1) the
amount of plant food it takes to
make a crop; (2) the amount
taken by the crop when sold from
the farm; and (3) the amount left
in the stalks, leaNies, straw, vines
and tops, discloses valuable in-
formation on what amount should
be returned to repeat the per-
formance. Our sights are now set
at 11.4 bales of cotton per acre;
bushels of soybeans per acre
100 bushels of corn per acre; 40
which is a change of about 215
per cent in higher yields. Cotton
and corn are two crops which will
give good examples of the plant
food removed and that which re-
mains in the plant to be returned
to the soil.
In the case of cotton and corn,
much of the plant food is left in
the stalks after the grain is har-
vested. For example, corn re-
moves from the soil in grain, 110
pounds of plant food to the acre,
but there is 105 pounds of plant-
food, it l the stalks which is re-.
turned to the soil. A considerable
amount of the element potassium
is also found in the stalks of cot-
ton and corn. In earlier years, be-
fore machinery was used on the
firm, Most of the stalks of both
crops were removed from the
fields and likewise valuable- nu-
trients were not put back in the
soil.
It is interesting to note, in the
case of cotton, 45 of the 65 pounds
of potash necessary to produce
1% bales of cotton, is left in the
stalks. With corn,' 85 of the 120
pounds of potash necessary to
produce 100 bushels of corn, is
left in the stalks, and is returned
to the soil.
The American Potash Institute
is distributing a new booklet -en-
titled "Consider Plant Food Con-
tent of Your Crops" which is
available at the Illinois Central
Railroad soil testing laboratory
at Jackson, Mississippi. Fertilizer
recommendations made at the
laboratory for higher crop yields,





"SOME SIGNS OF THE TIMES"
This is the eleven-hundredth
article in this column, and the
column itself is near Its twenty-
first birthday. These rather dry
facts have given me , several
thoughts about folklore and espe-
cially the attitude toward folk
things at present as compared
with sentiment twenty-one years
ago.
As I have said several times in
previous articles, I was looked at
rather queerly when I first began
these weekly discussions of ways
we do things and leftovers in our
lives of customs of distant origin.
Some of my friends even won-
dered why I would parade my
knowledge of such primitive
things and even rejoice that I had
experienced them. One said that
if he had had such a primitive
background, he would be asham-
ed to mention it. I told him'I was
not sacrificing truth to attract
attention and would continue to
tell the truth as I saw it. I am not
sure whether he has even been
convinced of any value in folk-
lore; I have not worried especial-
ly,, for his opinion might not be
too important, anyway.
On the other hand, from .the
very first article, back in 1935,
many people of all ages and de-
grees of education have written
me or called me or sought me
out to thank me for telling the
plain truth, not dressed-up truth,
about quaint customs and people.
I have tried to profit from these
comments and stick, very reli-
giously, to facts; dressing up
facts is as contemptible as dress-
ing them down, if those are good
expressions. Our folk backgrounds
were .not things to be ashamed
of and not things to use as plat-
forms on which we might seek
office or attention.
Suppose I did attend a one-
room country school that was
very primitive; so what? Where
else could I have gone? Suppose
that I do remember blackgum and
hickory-bark toothbrushes; what
other kinds were available then
at Fidelity or elsewhere? Sup-
















Kraft Dinner is a
timesaver and •
menu-maker! Stock






and sassafras tea; can you think
of finer food to grow up on?
Fortunately, most of my corres-
pondents have had the same ex-
periences and are proud of them;
they have egged me on by sug-
gesting new articles on things
that I had omitted or forgotten.
Many of my pen friends have
regularly sent me lists of items
that they wished I would incor-
porate into articles: I have oblig-
ed them as fast as 1 could find
time to write. In many ways, I
must confess, whatever success
this column may have is due in
no small part to my sympathetic
readers.
In the years since this column
began much use has been made of
folk material, sometimes wisely,
sorhetimes not. A much wider ap-
preciation of folk customs is now
evident, as we have changed
some of our emphases in folk
study. Many great scholars and
many local interpreters of folk
life have done much to Make us
know what values there are in
our folk ways. But some people,
even thpugh they have known
folklore at first hand, have dis-
torted it to attract attention and
dollars. If mere outsiders misin-
terpret our folk ways, that is at
least excusable; but some of the
worst distortions have been corn-
ii
—Press-itclmitar staff Moto by Kea Roe
A STAR OF TOMORROW on the Pepper Records label may
be pretty Nancy Adams of Fulton, Ky., 1956 winner of the
Mid-South Fair Talent Show, and an Arthur Godfrey Talent
Scouts winner who was held over for nine weeks on the
Godfrey daytime show. Nancy is shown in her first recording
session in the new Pepper studio at 62 Diane. Obviously
happy with her singing, behind the double glass window of
the control room, are Floyd Iluddleston Istandingl, director
of artists and repertoire, and Welton Jetton, chief engineer.
Hardy Cheatham Finds Fun In
His Retirement From I. C.
by Mary Alice Coleman
(The following article appear-
ed in this month's issue-of the
Illinois Central Railroad Maga-
zine.)
Are you the type of person who
dreams of the freedom that comes
with retirement' Do you conjure
up pictures of yourself enjoyinx
extra hours of sleep or hunting
and fishing as the mood takes
hold? Perhaps you're the mole
energetic type who will itch to
get something that will keep you
young and active. Maybe you
mated by insiders, who knew bet-
ter but did not tell the truth about
us ad our ways. I sincerely hope
that this attitude of dressing up
our customs to make us appear
as degenerates and primitive rem-
nants of better times will die of
its own weight since More gen-
uine appraisers of folklore are
appearing. Maybe it will not be
a reproach to be called a Ken-
tuckian, for people will know that
we are, like Pop- Eye, what we
are and not some half-comic
caricature of what some Eastern-
er wants us to be. There is enough
quaintness and fascination in our
genuine ways to attract any one
who honestly wants to know what
folklore is really like; as in
science, it is not necessary to be
nature-fakers.
HERE'S HOW YOU CAN SAVE $343.20 PER











*SAVE $83.20 PER YEAR on truck.expense. Based on
52 round trips (20 mileq) to stationary mill. Truck expense
figured at fix. mile for gas, oil, depreciation, etc.
*SAVE $104.00 PER YEAR On labor. Based on loading
and on loading your grain; at $1.00 per 'hour.
*SAVE $156.00 PER YEAR on waiting time. Based on
time sixtht driving and time spent waiting at mill at $1.00
per hour.
The above are actual figures. If you drivemore than 20 miles
round.trip for grinding of your grains, you save more.
OUR DIXIE FEEDIVIOBILE
GIVES YOU A BETTER FEED, TOO
Our Dixie Mill-On-Wheels will come right to your farm-grind and
mix your home grown grains with Dixie Concentrates and molasses
to give you a feed that produces more meat, milk and eggs from
your poultry, dairy herd or livestock. Progressive farmers every-
where are saving money, making more money, with the Dixie
Feedmobile - - - The Mill-On-Wheels.
It will pay you to investigate. Ask yourself-"Can I of ford not to
use the Dixie Mill-On-Wheels?", Then...pick up a phone and
give us a call.
DIXIE MOBILE MILLING CO.
E. State Line Fulton Phone 808
DIXIE BETTER FEEDS FOR BETTER FOODS
think you can handle a combina-
tion of both. If you do. don't
despair, for retired Carman
Hardy I. Cheatham is a living
example of a man who seems,
successfully, to have found the
combination.
This was brought out in a rec-
ent article about Mr. and Mrs.
Cheatham that appeared in the
'West Kentucky Rural Co-Op
News." Mr. Cheatham, who is
from Fulton, Ky., retired on Feb-
ruary 24, 1958. After reading the
From THE FH3 KENNEL
GII-R-ROWL Staff Named; Carter, Barnette Editors
mir`Inbror‘' the 1959-60 GR-
R-ROWL has been selected and
has already begun planning its
work for next year. The new staff
members are as follows:
Business Manager, John Cun-
ningham, Assistant, Duncan Bus-
hart; ° Advertising Editor, Nancy
Bushart, Assistants. Judy Burton
and Tommy Fields; Photography
Editor, Stacanne Johnson, Assis-
tant, Wayne Anderson; Snapshop
Bditor, Martha Ann Herring,
Assistant, Carol McNeilly; Acti-
vities.Editor, Maridel Wells, As-
sistant, Sandra Latham; Sports
Editor, Gary Williamson, Assis-
tant, Tommy Allen; Head Typist,
George Gunter; Typists, Patsy
Brown and Kenneth Leggett.
article about him I had an oppor-
tunity to call on him and have a
talk. I asked him if he is happy
and if he regretted having retir-
ed. He stated, "I'm really enjoy-
ing life. I go to bed when I pleare.
get up when it pleases me, go
fishing and hunting any time I
desire and never have any cer-
tain time to return. It's wonder-
ful!"
Mr. and 'Mrs, Cheatham, who
moved to their farm near Milburn
when he retired after 40 years of
service with the Illinois Central,
are enjoying good health and are
so filled with the joy of living
that it is a real . pleasure to talk
with them. Mrs: Cheatham is a
native of Carlisle County, Ky. A
few years ago the couple bought a
244-acre farm in that county with
the intention of moving there
when Mr. Cheatham retired. The
land on this farm lends itself to
livestock production and there is
dre,S
1540 GR-R-ROWL CO-EDITORS. Jean Burocite and Roland Cot-
ter have been selected to bead next year's &an itt staff.
a large herd of beef tattle graz-
ing on the slope below the house.
Another livestock enterprise on
the farm is hog raising. Mr.
Cheatham is in the process of
building a completely modern
"pig parlor" to make this a more
profitable program. The building
will have a concrete floor, divid-
ed through the center with a feed
trough so that hogs of different
sizes can be separated and fed.
On each side of the trough will be
an electrically operated waterer
designed to keep the proper level
of water at all times, heated to
the proper temperature. During
the summer a pump in the nearby
well will supply the water neces-
sary to keep a mist of cool water
falling over the hogs at all times.
Fulton Dance Students of Rosemary Peterson
Present a Dance Recital
"VARIETIES OF 1959"




Mr. Cheatham -says this system
1115pay off- handsomely in added
profits on production.
In the rear of this building,
six farrowing pens are equipped
with heat lamps for the protection
of new-born pigs. thiring this past
winter, using these pens, 18 sows
farrowed 152 pigs and only one
pig was lost. Mr. Cheatham says
he would not be in the hog-rais-
ing business if he did not have
this electrical equipment.
Several small lakes on -the
farm are stocked with fish. The
timber land offers cover for quail.
All this helps to fill the freezer,
supplemented by frozen phea-
sants brought back from a recent
hunting trip to South Dakota. In
addition, a small flock of chickens
and a few turkeys also help to
keep the freezer filled:
If I seem to have exaggerated
the Cheathams' e thusiasm for
their way of life, top in to see
them sometime. They will make
you welcome and will tell you
all about it themselves.
CENT= SELF-SUPPORTING
Carnahan House, University of
Kentucky center for alumni and
staff, has cost Kentucky's taxpay-
ers nothing for maintenance and
operation since it was established
at Coldstream Farm two years
ago. Upkeep is paid for out of
membership ft-es and private
gifts.
THE PUBLIC







AT THE HIGH SCHOOL
SEE AND HEAR BERT COMBS ANIS WILSON WYATT ON
WPSD-TV (Channel 6, Paducah) Friday evening
FROM 6:30 to 7:00 P. M.
BERT COMBS
(Political advertisement, paid for by friends of Bert Combs for Governor and Wilson Wyatt for Lieutenant Governor:
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